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FOREWORD

A significant portion of the analyses described in this report were
performed at the University of Colorado Graduate School Computing Center.
In most cases, the programs used in the analyses were developed at the
Western Data Processing Center (UCLA) for use in other linguistic research
now in progress.
The data analyzed for this report was collected by the Air Force
under separate contract No. AF 30(6o2)-2992.
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Keyvords:

Do~umentation,

Indexing
ABSTMCT

A conceptual approach to linguistic daca processins problems is
sketched and empirical illustrations are presented of the major software
components - indexing, storage, and retrieval - of a document processing
system which offers, in principle, the advantages of complete automation,
unlimited cross-indexing, effective sequential retrieval, subdocumentary
indexing reflecting heterogeneity of subject rratter within a document,
and a procedure for automatically identifying retrieval requests which
would be inadequately handled by the system.
The indexing scheme, designated as a "Classification f)pace" consists
of a Euclidean model for mapping subject ~•<J.tter similarity within a given
subject =tter domain. A scheme of this kind is empirically derived for
certain fields of EngineerinG and Chemistry. A set of five related empirical studies provide convincing evidence that when appropriate experimental procedures are followed a very stable C-Space for a :;iven content
dorr.ain can be constructed on a surprisingl:y small data base.
Other empirical studies demonstrate specific conrputational procedures
for effective autorratic indexing of documents in a C-Space, usin"; a relat:i vely small system vocabulary. One study demons'jrates that ~ V-Spac"'
maps subject nntter relevance as well as subject matter similarity, and
thereby promotes effective sequential retrieval; this result is also shown
under conditions of automatie indexing.
Negative results are found in an attempt to use the structural
lin[:,<listic distinction of subject and object. as a means of imprO'.'ing
techniques for automatic indexin::>;.
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Introduction
Every civilization develops ways of preservin::; and transmitting the

intellectual products- -theoretical, technical, artistic--which it has accumulated thro•1gh invention or borrowing.

For some generations, now, we have

been familiar with the Library as the principal institution through which this
was accomplished, primarily through its relation to other institutions (e. g.,
Science, Education) which are more directly concerned with the construction
and utili:« a lion of such products.

Ideally, the Library makes its contribution

by providing central, per1nanent storage for pcr1nanent records and convc:nient,
economical access to them when they are needed.

It is con<monly agreed that

during the past generation the Library has become increasingly less effective
in its contribution to education, science, and technology.

Indeed, at the pre-

sent time, the Library appears to constitute a most critical bottleneck in
relation to these other areas.

l. 1

The Library Problem

WiHlin the Library, it is the subject matter indexing, controlling access to
documents, which is the distinctive and fundamental mechanism for the preservation and transmission of records.

Briefly, the traditional subject matter

indexing involves the categorization (by specially trained persons) of documents in accordance with some decision(s) as to what each document "is
about".

Doc-c1ments are assigned to specific

s·c~bject

matter categories.

Correspondingly, the User who wants access to documents in the Library goes
thro.1gh the following steps:

(a) He gen-erates a c:riterial description of the kind of documents wanted,
e. g.,

11 sometl1ing

batteries
(b)

11

that tells me i1ow o.

sti'tlt.

is

b1~accd"

or "all about cadr-r1iun1

•

Calling on his knowledge about the Libr;u·y indexin:; cate;ories, he

translates his crite:rial description into some nun1bcr of secondary descriptions the sole ,_!tility of which is that they employ the library indexing categories and consequently, do succeed in n1akint; a s.election of some kind from
the totality of documents in the library.

For example, the User who wants to

know how a strut is braced may confine his search to documents listed .mder
''Aeronautics 11 ,

''Aerodynamics,

11

'

Aircraft

1

Str·~:c_ture' 1 ,

''Win.g Theory 11 ,

"Stability and Control", and "Aircraft Design".
(c) Having decided on one or more indexing categories, he looks at all the
entries under each category and does so in the order in which they are listed,
since there is no other ordering available to him which is not equally arbitrary.

Sometimes other categories of search are Sllggested by an initial

search (e. g., "see:

History of Flight").

Documents which are not listed

under the categories which are searched do not become
(d)

~cvailable

to the User,

Upon examining each title listed Cinder a chosen indexing category, to-

gether with whatever descriptive material accompanies the listing, he makes
a decision as to the likelihood that a document having that title and description
contains what he wants.

If the document is heterogeneous in content (e. g.,

a journal) it n1ay be necessary to gain access to the document in order to
make a prelimina1·y decision.

If, in addition, the document is a lengthy one

(e. g., a textbook), extensive inspection may be required.
2

(e)

He obtains temporary possession of the documents he

one else has ;·,ot already ·ione so).

selects (if some=

This bein:; accomplished, it may still

require considerable searchin::; through his selection of doc-~.-~:ctlen-ts in orue1.·
to identify relevant passa:3es anJ assemble the desired information.

Thus, from the User's point of view, the Library Problern has the following
elements:
(a)

The descriptions which opel·ate in selecting d()cuments are only incidentally

related to his criteria! description, so that he has no

,,~encral

assc:rance that if

the information he wants is in the Library he will get it, and he can estirnatc
9nly crudely, if at all, what proportion of the relevant material in the Lib1·ary
he has acqaircd.
(b)

The necessity of

examinin:~

all the titles under a :;iven category is so bur-

densome that for a given level of desperation it keeps to a minim ..1m the nu1nbe,r
of categories searched.
(c)

The title of a document, even witl'l the supplementary information usually

fumd in index files, is likely to be an insufficient guide as to the content,
especially when the content is heterogeneous.
(d)

Given the amount of searching req,.1ired in the

doC'~ments,

on top of the

amount of search required for the documents, theuse of the Library is so
costly in terms of time and effort that the User is drastically limited in the

amount of information he can afford to acquire in relation to any given project.
For a number of reasons, the Library Problem has becon1e particularly acute

•

in the area of science and technology.

Among the major factors contributing to

the seriousness of the problem, we find the following:
3

(a)

The massive and ever-increasing volume of documents being produced

and requiring indexing, storage, and access processing.
(b)

The consequent prerrnum on precision and selectivity of retrieval in order

to make the use of information an economically feasible proposition.
(c)

The premium on the immediate availability of new information to the Usei·s

to whom it is of interest.
(d)

The accelerated evolution of multiple overlap and interrelatedness among

the scientific and technical fields the names of which form the major basis for
subject-matter categories; it is this feature, more than any other, which makes
the "correct" assignment of a document to a specific one, two, or N indexing
categories increasingly problematical.
(e)

The premium on completeness--that is, the general reluctance to accept

as adequate any selection of documents which does not contain "all" the documents which are relevant to the User's search.

l. 2.

Efforts Toward a Solution
The advent of high-speed, large-storage computers has generated in-

tensive efforts to reduce the problem of the Library.

There are, at the pre-

sent time, several techniques for automatic or partially automatic document
storage and retrieval which have demonstrated at least a moderate degree of
success.

Understandably, considerable effort is currently being devoted to'

the further improvement of these techniques.
A technical solution to the Library problem would appear_ to involve

•

at least the following achievements:
(a)

Complete cross -indexing of all documents with respect to indexing cate-

gories
4

(b)

A retrieval process which incorporates an effective ordering principle

for determining the order in which documents are retrieved
(c)

Completely automatic indexing and retrievaL

"Completely automatic"

signifies that in a functioning LDP system there are no hurnan links; instead,
the human contribution is lin:tited to such boundary conditions as ( 1) seeing
to it that the documents are in a form physically suitable for computer processing, (2) presentin;! retrieval requests, (5) the initiation of the system,
and (4) maintainancc and monitol"ing operations,
A fundamental solution to the Library problem would involve, in addition, the
following:
(d)

Retrieval selection in accordance with an objective principle which effec-

tively simulates the User's criterial description.

This carries some impli-

cations in regard to i:h.c total scope of the system.
By and large, except for some of the most recent innovations which tend
toward some kind of semantic analysis, existing approaches to che problen1
are technical effm·ts directed primarily toward effective cross-indexing anci
retrieval order.

Collectively, they represent an intensive examination and

exploitation of the physical parameters of the records (documents) which are
to be indexed, stored, and retrieved.

Word shapes, word sequences, and

frequencies of their occurrence, co-occurrence, and contingent occurrence
provide examples of such paran1eters.
Yet it seems clear that (a) the essential features of the Library Problem involve the functional parameters of these records, and (b) these parameters
can be translated into physical parameters only within a descriptive context
which extends beyond these intellectual products and deals with their production and consumption as well.
5

In the present study an attempt has been made to take account of the soul·ces
and uses of scientific and technical messages in a conceptually non-trivial
and practically

si:~nificant

way.

The specific y,oals ':>f the efforts described

in Section Z. have been
(a)

To identify aspects of science and technology which ac-e relevant to the

Library Problem;
(b)

To provide the empirical c:roundwork for a specific LDP system wl1ich

would contribute to :he present state of the art by virtue of offer.ing coml)lete
automation, c ornplete ct os s -indexin::;, and effective sequential retrieval:
(c)

To present methodolo:;ical considerations ao.d empi:.·ico.l evidence in rc-

gard to the general feasibility of such an approach; and
(d)

To contribute toward a general solution to the Library Problem by illus-

trating the effective implementation of criteria! descriptions in the very
limited, but perhaps uniquely important, case where the criteria! description
comes close to being purely a subject-matter description.

6

2. 0

Psycholinguistic Studies for Automatic Linguistic Data Processing*

Over a period of ten months a series of psycholinguistic studies was

under-

taken with the aim of providing the methodological and empirical basis for a
functionin.cs storage and retrieval system fo1· selected areas of science and
engineering,

A total of five separate studies was involved.

These studies

are characterized briefly below and are presented in detail in the sections
which follow.
( i)

The Classification Space Study:

This study generates the software for

an indexing system for certain fields of Chemistry and Engineering.
The indexing schema consists of a geometric model for the subject
matter domain in question.

(2.)

The Stability Study:

In this study, evidence is presented in regard to

the adequacy of the empirical base for the Classification Space Study.
(3)

The Vocabulary Study:

Here, evidence is presented in regard to the

system dictionary requirements which would be encountered in implementing the C -Space index.
(4)

The Relevance Ranking Study:

Here, evidence is presented in regard

to the effectiveness (validity) of the simplest sequential retrieval option
which is made possible by C-Space indexing.
(5)

The Grammatical Study:

This represents an attempt to improve

C -Space indexing by making use of some gross structural features of

•

the linguistic data .

•

*

The collection of data for these studies was accomplished with the substantial assistance of Mr. Ronald Taylor, Research Engineer, and Dr.
George Motherwell, Research Linguist
7

2. 1

Pragmatic concepts for subject matter

In this section, attention is directed to some relevant aspects of science and
subject matter and, by reference to these, certain concepts are defined as
technical terms for later use.
l.

The production and consumption of scientific messages are pri-

marily socio-cultural phenomena rather than spatia-temporal, though they
are the latter also.
2.

These socio-cultural phenomena are institutionalized, the institutions

being those socio-historical entities which are commonly identified as "fields
of knowledge".

What we refer to as "science" when we speak of storing and

retrieving scientific documents is a more or less disparate collection of fields
of knowledge.

Expressions such as "Chemistry", "Electronics", and "Bio-

synthesis" may be used to identify either a field of knowledge or the corresponding subject matter.
3.

Thus, any field of knowledge has two distinct types of constituent.

The first is a set of statements and specific concepts (e.g., "dipole moment",
"indeterminacy", etc.) which, collectively, forrn th.econtent ofthe field at a
given time.

The second is a set of specific people performing those distinc-

tive tasks which, collectively, form the socio-historical reality of that field
at a given time.

4.

As with any historically existing individual (e. g., a table, a mountain,

a nation, an army), a field of knowledge cannot be defined into existence, nor
can its characteristics be arbitrarily assigned.
empirically and characterized a posteriori.
8

Rather, it must be identified

There is, for example, no field

•

of knowledge in which "trans is tor", "empathy", and "acetylcholine" are all

•

significant technical terms.
be, such a field.)

(But there might have been, and there may yet

Further, it is currently the case that no existing theory

or empirical generalization is of significant practical value in predicting the
emergence of new fields of knowledge or in making inferences to as-yetunexamiqed attributes of existing fields of knowledge.
5.

In general, there are two major sources of criteria for identifying

fields of knowledge.

Some fields are identified primarily on an academic

basis and are coherent because they are associated with distinctive the or ie s,
methods, or concepts and sometirDes, also, because they form traditional
curricular subdivisions.

Other fields are defined primarily on a professional

basis and are coherent because there is a set of practitioners who identify
themselves distinctively (Electrical Engineer, Clinical Psychologist, Actuaria 1
Accountant), comnmnicate to one another on this basis, sustain a distinctive
professional literature, etc.

There is a strong tendency for the more general

or extensive fields to be identified primarily on an academic basis and for the
most specific fields to be identified primarily on a professional basis.

This

is to be expected, since the range of activities corresponding to the more
general fields, e. g., "Psychology", exceed the range of individual human
competence.
6.

Fields of knowledge do not have a general property of divisibility.

It is true that there are some hierarchical inclusion relationships among
some fields,

•

but it is not generally the case that a

part of the subject

matter of a field, A, is the entire subject matter of some other field,
B.

The reason is that the range of content of a given field is determined

l;ly the range of activity and interest of a specific set of people, namely,
9

i

\
I

\,.___;

the practicing scientists or engineers in that field.· Without such· a body
of practices there is no field at all, and subdividing the content of a field provides neither a guarantee nor a presumption that there is any corresponding
body of practices or practitioners.

7.

The basic relationship between statements and fields of knowledge is

the pragmatic relation of relevance.
pirical assertion.)

(This is a logical statement, not an em-

A statement is relevant to a field (a) if it is generated by

a practitioner as a part of his professional activity, or (b)

if practitioi>ers in

the field would accept the statement as having been generated in this way.
(Here, "is relevant" is to be understood as "has a practically significant degree of relevance".)

Concomitantly, we can charact<:irize individaal technical

terms (or their associated concepts) as being more· or less relevant to a given
field accordingly as they are used or may be ·used in statements which are
more or less relevant to the field.

A· reasonable paraphrase for "relevant"

would be "useful toward some (one or more) of the (more or Jess irrlportant)
goals which are implied by the practitioner's professional activities".

How-

ever, it is by no means clear the the pragmatic concept of "relevance" could be
translated into other terms which were not likewise pragina.tic concepts and did
not equally require explication ( cf' "useful," "important) .
8.

That a certain technical term or concept has a certain degree of rele-

vance to a certain field of knowledge is
of that field.
9.

a significant attribute

of that term and

For both, it is a contingent, time-dependent attribute.

Molar discursive units such as paragraphs, chapters, doctlmento,, etc.,

•
are more or less relevant to a given field accordingly as the statements and
concepts contained in them are more or less relevant to the field.
10

10,
~

Within the domain of science and technology, the information paten-

of a statement (or a technical term, or a n10lar discursive unit) is

summarized cmiquely by the spectr".tm of its degree of relevance to the different fields of knowledge.
knowledge

is

Conversely, the subject content of a field of

aniquely summarized by the spectrum of the degree of rele-

vance which the different terms have to that field.
II.

The subject matter similarity of two technical terms (or larger units)

is defined as the degree of similarity of their information potentials.

Con-

versely, the subject matter similarity of two fields of knowledge is defined as
the degree of similarity of their subject contents.

These attributes inherit

the contingent and tin>e -dependent aspects of the basic relevance relations hip.
12.

Criterial \"Vidence for the degree of relevance of technical expres-

sions, statements, or larger units to a given field of knowledge can be obtained only from the practitioners in that field.

This statement is to be under-

stood not as an unfortunate practical consequence c,f the limitations mentioned
in paragraph 4, above, but rather, as a necessary consequence of the concept of "field" presented in paragraph 3,

11

2.. 2

The Classification Space Study

This was the major project, in terms of data collection, among the five
studies described in this report,

The aim of the study was to provide the

basis for an LDP system which would be s•_;fficiently extensive to have some
practical value in an operational setting.

The general rationale for the

C-Space Study is the following:
a,

Given a set of technical expressions and a set of fields of knowledge,

numerical estimates of the degree of relevance of each term to each field can
be obtained by polling informants who are competent in these fields.
b,

Given acceptable sampling of terms, fidds, and informants from the

total content domain under investigation, the product-moment correlation between any two fields, computed on the basis of the relevance measures referred to above, provide acceptable estimates of the subject matter similarity
of that pair of fields.
c.

A correlation matrix representing the intercorrelations among M

variables can be factor analyzed and the result is a k-dimensional E<.1clidean space in which is embedded the collective scope of the similarity relationahips among theM variables,

In the k-space the variables are repre-

sented as a configuration of M vectors fanning out from the origin.

This con-

figuration has the property that the angle between any two vectors is directly
proportional to the correlation between the two corresponding variables.
d.

If theM variables are fields of knowledge and the correlations are

good estimates of subject matter similarity, the K-space represents the
scope of all the subject matter which is common to at least two of the M
fields.

Subject cont-ent which is uniquely associated with one field will not
12

be represented in the k-space.

If a field has a substantial proportion of unique

content, so that it is poorly represented in the k-space, it can be accomodated,
for moet purposes, by adding a new reference axis which is orthogonal to the
other k axes and is uniquely associated with that field.

Thus, the total sub-

ject content of a set of M fields of which r are substantially unique can be
represented inN-space (N • k
e.

+ r).

The degree of relevance of a technical term (or larger discursive unit)

to a field may be represented as the projection of a "term vector" on the field
vector.

If the degree of relevance of the term to each of the M fields is known,

the projections of the term vector on each of the M field vectors is known, and
since the orientation of each field vector with respect to the reference axes is
known, the projection of the term vector on each of the reference axes can be
estimated.

The estimation of these projections is equivalent to assigning the

term to a specific location in theN-space.

f.

There is a one-to-one relation between the coordinate values assigned

to a term in the N-space and the set of projections of the corresponding term
vector on theM fields.

The latter set represents the information potential

of that term with respect to the content domain defined by the M fields.

Thus,

the informational potential of the term is uniquely represented by its location
in theN-space, and theN-space can now be seen as a coherent descriptive
system for classifying discursive units according to their information poten-tial with respect to a particular content domain.

It is for this reason that

anN-space of this kind is referred to as a "Classification Space" and serves
as a system for subject-matter indexing.

13

g,

An important property of a C -space is that (omitting qualifications

which may stem from experimental or n'leasurement difficulties) the distance
between two discursive units located in the space is directly propo1·tional to
the measured degree of subject matter similarity of the two units.
h.

If one of two discursive units located in a C-space has the pragmatit

status of a retrieval request and the other is a sentence or larger unit (i.e.,
is a candidate for retrieval) then, within a limited distance :range over which
Users discrirninate degrees of relevance, the C-space distance from the
second unit to the retrieval request is a monotonic function of its degree of
relevance to that retrieval request if the latter represents a purely

subject~

matter criterial description on the part of the User making the request,
(Relevant empirical evidence is provided by the Relevance Ranking Study.)
i.

The foregoing provides an effective procedure for sequential retrieval

of items indexed in a C-Space: items are retrieved in the order of their
C-Space distance from the retrieval request.

The simplest case corresponds

to a spherical search volume in the C-Space.

Other options may be adopted.

For example, a retrieval request may be permitted to give greater weight to
some coordinate axes in the C-Space and thus define ovoid, cylindrical,
rectangular, or quite irregular search volumes.
j.

The location of a discursive unit in a C-Space based on M fields of

knowledge is a more powerful classificatory resource than would be provided
by the complete cross-indexing of that unit with respect to theM fields considered as discrete indexing categories.

This is because the C-Space is

interpretable throughout its range and not merely in those regions which
coincide with the field vectors.

Such a result may appear paradoxical in
14

view of the general non-divisibility of fields of knowledge.

However, this

discreteness merely reflects the coherence of the field as such and is not
a property of the logical space into which a collection of such fields is
mapped.

The fact is that (a)

new fields of knowledge do evolve over time

and arc related to pre-existing fields in ways not fundamentally different
from the ways in which the earlier fields are inter -related and (b)

the de-

rivation of a given C-Space may involve the neglect of an existing field which,
if it had been included, would occupy a currently "empty" region of the CSpace.

These facts make it quite clear that the notion of a "possible field"

is not a mere verbalism but is a legitimate part of the C-Space concept.

Or,

the C-Space can be interpreted directly as a mapping of information potentials,
and in this map the regions occupied by the field vectors have no special
significance because the field vectors as such have no special significance-their initial function has been taken over by the reference axes.
k.

In summary, a geometric model [or subject-matter indexing carries

with it two of the three elements of a technical solution to the Library problem.

The third--;-complete automation--will be discussed in connection with

the Vocabulary Study.

As might be anticipated, the power implied by the

three elements is not to be gained without significant cost.

2.2. l
a.

Procedures
Content domain:

The content domain for the Classification Space Study

was defined by the selection of four major fields for investigation.

These

were Electrical Engineering, Aeronautical Engineering, Physical Chemistry,
and Biochemistry.
IS

b.

Identification of fields:

Within each of the four major areas a survey

was made by one or more prima facie competent persons (See Appendix C)
in order to identify the fields of knowledge falling within these areas.

In

most cases, these experts were graduate students who had passed their
qualifying examinations and could thus be expected to have a broad acquaintance with 'he literature and fields in their general area of specialization.
In the case of Electrical Engineering, the work was performed by a group of
research engineers.

In each area an attempt was n1ade to identify.a small

number of broad and jointly exhaustive fields and a large number of very
specialized fields.

This procedure was adopted in the interest of (1) maxi-

mum differentiation of the total content domain and ( 2)

minimization. of com-

plications associated with "unique content" (of Section 2. 2-d).
c.

Selection of fields;

foregoing procedure.

Approximately 250 fields were generated by .the

Because of the limitation on the number of variables

which can be accommodated by currently available computer programs for·
factor analyses, the number of fields selected for empirical study was set
at 130.

Reduction was accomplished by making a forced-choice apriori

assignment of specialized fields to the broader fields and eliminating specialized fields in such a way as to preserve at least one specialized field for
each broader field.
d.

The list of 130 fields is given in Table l.

Selection of corpus:

The experts who identified the fields were also

assigned the task of selecting a corpus.

The general instructions were to try

to sample textbooks, journals, and government documents within the last five
years for each field.

Specific criteria were that each selection should con-

sist o£ at least six consecutive paragraphs, the whole of which was clearly
16

Table 1
C-Suace Fields

*

8

Electric hachinery
Power 'rransmission
Instrumentation
Radar
Field Theory
Audio Engineering
Power Generation and Distribution (excluding
electronic poHer systems)
Solid State EngL~eering

*

9

~'elephony

*

10
ll

1
2

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

3

4
5
6

7

12

13
* 14

* 15

* 16
* 17
* 18
* 19
* 20
*

21

* 22
23

* 24
* 25

* 26
* 27
* 28
* 29

30
31

32

* ))

34

*
*

*

35
36
37
38

39

* 4o
* 41
* 42

*
*
*

43

44
45

Aircraft :Otructures
Aerodynamics
Aircraft Design
Air Properties
Beam Theory
Catalysis
Self-consistent Field 'rheory
Fluctuations and Brownian Hovement
High J:;nergy Nuclear Chemistry
Dipole J•Ioment and Polarizability
Drugs and Poisons
Biosynthesis
Structural Polysaccharides
Simple Lipids
Enzymes
Circuit 'fheory
Control Engineering
Electronic Data Processing
Communication Theory
Nicrowave Engineering
Wire Communications
Illumination Engineering
Industrial E:lectronics
Radio Engineering
Television Engineering
Electrochemistry
Electrophysics
Analogue Circuitry
Digital Circuitry
Computer Software
Nicrominiaturization (circuits)
Electronic Recording Systems
Non-linear Circuit Analysis
Linear Circuit Analysis
Feedback Control Systems
Decision Processes
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Table l (continued)

*

46

47

48

49

50
51

52

*

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

63

64

* 65

*

66

*

67

68
* 69
70

71

72
73

*

74

75
76
* 77

78
79

80
81
82

83

84
85

86

* 87

88

89

90
91

92

* 93
94

Control 'Theory
RF 'Techniques
LF Techniques
Transformers
Notors and Generators
Pmver Distribution
Space Pover Systems
Transmission Lines
Transducer Engineering
Medical Electronics
Radio Astronomy
Electromagnetic Fields
Electric Fields
11\ag:netic Fields
Hicrowa.ve Het\.forks
Telegraphy
Telemetry
Semiconductor Design
Solid State Systems
·1uantum Devices
Crystallography
Electron Tubes
Detection Theory
Nodulation Theory
Conductors and Insulators
Electro-optics
Piezo-electric Theory
Electroacoustics
Antennas
Batteries and Fuel Cells
Propulsion
Stability and Control
Aircraft Performance
Wind Tunnel Evaluation
Fluid Statics
Incompressible Flow
Radiation in Atmosphere
Foundations of Thermodynamics and Fluid
Dynamics
•rransonic Flow
Re-enh-y Nethods
Ablation
Properties of Naterials
Airfoil and Wing Theory
Rockets
Fuels
Exotic Hethods
Dynamic Stability
Static Stability
Propellers, Gears, and Control Nechanisms
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Table 1 (continued)
95

96

*
*

*
*
*

*

97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106

*
* 107
108

* 109

*

*

110

111
112
113
ll4

115

116

117
ll8

119

*
*
*
*

120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130

Maneuvering Flight
Mach Number Effects and Reynolds Number
Effects
Kinetics
Spectroscopy
Thermodynamics
'~uantum Chemistry
Statistical Hechanics
Nuclear and Radiochemistry
Electrochemistry and Nagnetochemistry
Exotic Fuels
Liquid Kinetics
'rransition State Theory
Photochemical Reactions
Surface and Colloid Chemistry
Chemical or Phase Equilibrium
Valence Bond Theory
Theory of Dense Fluids
Radiation Chemistry
Magnetic Susceptibility
NNR and EPR
Optical Pumping
Rotational (microwave) Spectroscopy
Structural Biochemistry
Biochemical Energetics
Biochemical Kinetics
Biochemistry of Diseases and Anomalies
Biochemistry of Nutrition
Biochemical Genetics
Experimental Biochemistry
Biochemistry of l':etabolism
Sugars
Nucleoproteins and Nucleic Acids
Amino Acids and Structural Proteins
Coenzymes and Activators
Vitamins and Hormones
Pigments
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part of the literature of the field in question.

Six such references were

obtained for each field, and each paragraph and sentence was identified by
number.
e.

Identification of technical expressions:

For each of six numbered

paragraphs in each of six references for each field, the experts were asked
to underline all the technical expressions in these passages.
or phrases were acceptable as technical terms.

Either words

Subsequently, the corpus

was submitted to non-experts whose task was to indicate all the non-underlined words which they did not regard as part of ordinary English.

This

procedure revealed the fact that it was not at all uncommon for technical
terms from field A to appear in literature clearly belonging to field B and
in a majority of cases (e. g., numbers, special symbols, names, and
equations) arbitrary decisions to underline or not were made on an intuitive
basis.

For example 100(; KW was .included (power generation) and 31° was

not (aerodynamics); "Dalziel criterion" and "Laplace" were included, but
most names were not;

11

E

~

0

11

probably should have been included, but was

not.
f.

Selection of technical expressions:

An essentially random selection of

two technical terms from each reference was made.

{The selection table

which was genuinely random for the first 24 fields was reapplied forward and
backward to successive blocks of 24 fields).

In addition, one sentence was

selected at random from the corpus for each field.

Thus the list of "terms"

used in the C-Space study consisted of twelve technical expressions and one
sentence from each of the 130 fi.elds.
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g.

Selection of informants:

The C-Space Study was ori:_2;inally designed

to make use of a minimum of three expert informants from each of the ( 130)
fields selected for study, with equal representation of academic faculty,
graduate students, and other professional personnel.

How,.:ver, considerable

difficulty was encountered in obtaining the services of 3ome classes of expert
informants, and the result was that graduate students from UCLA, Stanford
University, and the University of Colorado made up approximately 75% of the
informants and the remaining 25o/o consisted of other professional personnel.
Moreover, the minimum number of three informants per field was achieved
for only 6G of the 130 fields.
h.

Apparatus:

These 60 are indicated by asterisks in Table l.

The C -Space terms were presented to informants in the

form of a !41-page booklet containing twelve terms or six sentences per page,
each item in the format shown in Appendix A.

Over the total sample of m-

formants, the order of presentation of the material was approximately
counterbalanced in blocks of 24 consecutive pages in the "normal" 141-page
sequence.
i.

Instructions:

Appendix A.

The written instructions to the informants are ,given in

However, experience has shown that written instructions alone

are frequently not effective,

The overall introduction of the informants to

the task was normally accomplished in an orientation session for groups of
informants ranging from two to fifteen in number.
from half an hour to one hour and included (a)

This session usually lasted

presentation of the written

instructions, (b) preliminary practice ratings (c)

verbal amplification of

the written instructions (d) question and answer periods in regard to the task,
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and (e)

a brief explanation of the nature and purpose of the C-Space Study.

In general, each informant was instructed to make a direct judgment as to
the degree of relevance of each term to his field of competence.

2. 2. 2.

Results

Sixty C-Space fields wer<.e inter-correlated on the basis of mean estimates
(i.e. avel.'"aging the judgments of the informants for a given field) of the
relevance of 1548 technical expressions and 130 sentences to those fields.
From the correlation matrix 26 factors were extracted by means of Comrey's
Minimum Residual method of factoring.

When these were rotated to a Vari-

max criterion thirteen of the factors retained appr eciableloadings; the
remaining thirteen factors may be regarded as uninterpretable residuals.
The thirteen interpreted factors summarized in Table 2 account for 70 per cent
of the total variance and 94 per cent of the common variance of the 60
analyzed.

v<;~riables

The summarization of the factor matrix is achieved by listing the

fields separately for each factor in the order of decreasing magnitude of
their loadings (i.e. projections of the field vectors on the reference axes)
on that factor and omitting those fields which have loadings of less than . <10(;
and therefore do not contribute appreciably to the characterization of the factor.
Inspection of the summarized factor results shows that the configuration of
field vectors in the C -Space is eminently in ace or d with expectations based on
a general understanding of the nature of the individual fields.

There is no

instance of two fields which are prima facie quite different in content being
represented in the C -Space as having a high degree of similarity.

This fact

provides one measure of assurance as to the methodological adequacy of the
22

C-Space, since in the application of factor analytic techniques a comm 0 ,,
indication of conceptual or experimental inadequacy is the finding oi paradoxical similarity relations hips.

It is also apparent, how ever, that rna:n v

of the more specific differences among the fields bav<e not been articulated
within the C -Space, which reflects only c ammon variance,

Instev.d,

ti1c H:

differences appear to be represented primarily by the pattern of specific
variances for the fields.

Of the 60 fields, more than one third have "unuiu""

content which accounts for thirty to fifty per cent of their variance.

Thus,

the thirteen factors resulting from the present analysis represent only the
common variance K-Space; a functional C-Space based on this analysis wcul.d
require anN-Space of 30-35 dimensions.
It seems likely that the loss of some fine differentiation in this analysis is
primarily due to sampling bias resulting in part from the controlled reduction
of fields from 250 to 130, but more importantly from the uncontrolled reduction of fields from 130 to 60.

Of the latter, 30 are Electrical Engineerint:',

fields and 16 are Physical Chemistry fields; only 14 are Aeronautical

Engineerine or Biochemistry fields.

It is not surprising, therefore, that

the EE and PC fields are distributed among ten dimensions ·whereas the BC
and AE fields are encompasses in only three dimensions.

Table 2
Classification Space
Factor I

Electronics

.739
• 738
.735
.733
.728
, 703

Radio E;ngineering
Analogue Circuitry
Circuit Theory
Communication Theory
}1icrowave lillgineering
Radar
Antennas
Linear Circuit Analysis
Non Linear Circuit Analysis
Digital Circuitry
Radio Frequency Techniques

.659
.653
.639
.629
.601

Electron Tubes
Detection Theory
Control Engineering
Telephony
Instrumentation

• 590
.575
.505

Control Theory
Electronic Recording' Systems
Feedback Control Systems

.494
.484
.465
.4o4

Microminiaturization (circuits)
Electric Nachinery
Solid State Engineering
Electronic Data Processing

• B66

.857
.829
.810

•785

Factor II
,881
.796
.785
.74o
.654
.653
.624
• 593
.495
.487
.423

Subatoruic Chemistry

Quantum Chemistry
Valence Bond Theory
Self-Consistent Field Theory
Spectroscopy
Quantum Devices
and EPR
Photochemical Reactions
Dipole Homent and Polarizability

NliiR

Crystallography
Nuclear and Radiochemistry
High Energy Nuclear Chemistry
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Table 2 (continued)
Factor I I I

• 927
.897
• 889
.802
.799
.785
.787
.730
.66~

Enzymes
Biosynthesis
Biochemistry of Netabolism
Sugars
Biochemical Genetics
Drugs and Poisons
Amino Acids and Structural Proteins
Structural Polysaccharides
Catalysis

Factor IV
.897
.867
.866
.64lf
.401

Biochemistry

Aircraft Structure

Aircraft Structures
Static Stability
Beam Theory
Properties of Ivfaterials
Aerodynamics

Factor V Computer Software
.856
.762
.725

Computer Software
Electronic Data Processing
Decision Processes

.342

Control Engineering
Detection 'rheory

• )%

Factor VI

Holecular Dynamics

.784
.742
.696
.627
.609

Thermodynamics
Chemical or Phase ~quilibrium
Statistical Mechanics
Kinetics
:B'luctuations and Brownian Noveme11t:

.573

Transition State Theory

Factor VIJ
• 552

.548
• 534
.516

Controls

Control 'rheory
Stability and Control
Feedback Control Systems
Control Engineering
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Table 2 (continued)
Factor VIII

Field Theory

• 558
.444

Field 'rheory
Electromagnetic Fields

.336

Antennas
Nicrowave Engineering

• 305

Factor IX

.699
.657

ElectricNachinery

Electric Ytachinery
Power Generation and Distribution

Factor X Aerodynamics
.538

.304

Aerodynamics
Stability and Control

Factor XI

.694
.611

Nuclear and Radiochemistry
High Energy Nuclear Chemistry

Factor XII

.599
.537

.364

Solid State Engineering

Solid State 1ngineering
Nicrorniniaturization (circuits)

Factor XIII
.353

Nuclear and Radiochemistry

Nagnetic .l<'ields

Magnetic Fields
Dipole Noment and Polarizability
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2. 3

The Stability Study
The concept of the subject content of a field of knowledge was

fined with respect to a universe of technical terms.
C-Space Study

rep~·esent

de-

The terms used in the

approximately ten per cent of the terms available

in the 36-paragraph corpora associated with the set of 130 fields.

(A spot

check on the references for twenty Electrical Engineering fields revealed
approximately 2300 technical terms, yet of this number only 240 terms and
20 sentences were used in the C-Space Study.)

The terms used represent

perhaps one per cent of the terms which might have been identified in a
serious attempt to exhaust the "clearly i"elevant" literature.
Thus, it is of critical importance to obtain some empirical evidence
as to the likelihood that a different literature or a different selection of terms
from the cor pus actually used would have given substantially different results.
Likewise, it was stated that for the C-Space a minimum of three
informants per fields was required, but it would be quite appropriate to ask,
"Was that enough?

Nould three or six or ten other inforn1ants have given

the same results?"
The Stability Study consists of a set of five experiments designed to
provide an empirical bas is for answering questions as to the stability of
factor results:
(a)

'Nhen only the number of terms per field is varied

(b) When informants are different and a different selection of terms if;
m<+de from the same corpus as (a).
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(c)

When informants and number of terms remain as in (b) but terms
are from a different cor pus.

(d)

When judzments by informants in a given field are not averaged
but are treated as separate measures.

(e)

W~1en

the total sample of terms is qualitatively appropriate for

some of the fields in the analysis and not for the others.
These relationships are shown in greater detail in Table 3.

Except for the

column headed "Analyses", the letter entries in Table 3 have no external
reference; they merely indicate in which respects the conditions for the different experiments were alike or different.

The "analysis" designations are

those used in the descriptions of the experiments in the sections which follow.

2. 3. l

Stability Experiment I
This is a study of the effect of varying the number of terms from each

field within a C-Space factor analytic paradigm.

130 listed in Table l were selected for study.

Twenty-four fields from the

These twenty-four, shown in

Table 4, represent random selections within the four major content areas,
with the total number from each area fixed in advance.

Nine fields were

drawn from the Electrical Engineering fields and five each from the other
three areas.

Each field was represented by three informants except for fields

15, 18, and 24 (4 informants) and field 11 (five informants), so that a total of
77 informants were used,

Of these approximately 80 per cent were graduate

students, mainly from UCLA, and the remaining 20 per cent were research
engineers or civil engineers in industry.

The instructions to the informants

were the same as for the C-Space Study, and likewise the physical format in
which the judgments were obtained,
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Table 3
Stability Experiments

Informants

~

Reference
Set

Method of
.b'actoring

Term
Experiment

.Analysis

I

A

p

Al

X

J

I

B

p

A2

X

J

I

c

p

A3

X

J

I

D

p

A4

X

J

I

E

p

A5

X

J

I

F

p

A6

X

J

I

G

p

A

X

J

II

SE-II

p'

A

X

J

III

K

Q

B

X

H

IV

1

Q

c

y

H

v

M

p

A'

X

H

v

N

p

A

X

H
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Twelve te"·ms were selected at random fro1n each field corpus, makin,:,
a total of 283 terms,

For each of the 24 fields, the terms were identified by

number accordin; to the order of their selection from the field corpus.

The

numbers s ervecl only to identify the separate terrns- -no use was rna Jc of the
order.

Thus, "term l f:rom each field" identifies a specjfic set,pf.24 of the

2.38 terms for which data was available.
from this pool were rnadc,

Seven different selections of Lern1s

In each case, the twenty-four [ields were inter-

correlated on the basis of avera,:;ed ratings on the selecteJ terms and thP

con· elation rnatrix was factor analyzed by the same method as in the C -Space
Study.

The selections of terms are shown in Table 5.
The selections shown in Table 5 were desi;;ned to provide the least

possible overlap of terms from m1e analysis to another.

Thus, analysis A

shares one term with each of B,C, and D; Analyses E and F each share two
terms with B, C, and D; E and F are lY!Utually exclusive, as are B, C, and D.
The results of the seven analyses are surnmarized in Table 6.
the analyses show s1x major factors and one or more nnnor factors.

All of
In order

to facilitate comparison the results of the separate analyses are not presented
separately.

Instead, the factors which most nearly resemble each other

across the seven analyses are grouped to:;;ether.

In general, the summary

retains only the field-factor combinations in which the loadin:.; of the field on
the factor is greater than . 400.

Nherever a loading of less than . ·400 is shown,

all higher loadings on that factor are shown.

For each factor, the fields are

listed in the order of decreasing loadings in analysis G.
On the whole the results demonstrate a rernarkable degree of correspondence across all seven analyses.
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There is no appreciable trend in the

Table 4
Stability

*
*
*

*
*
*

E~periment

l

1.

Electric Nachinery

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Power Transmission

7.

Power Generator and Distribution

8,

Solid State Engineering

9.

Telephony

Fields

Instrumentation
Radar
Field 'I'heory
Audio Engineering

10.

Aircraft Structures

11.
12.

Aerodynamics
Aircraft Design

13. 4ir Properties

*

14.
15.

Beam

16.

Self-Consistent Field Theory ( SCF)

'l'heory

Catalysis

17. Fluctuations and Brownian Eovernent

*

18.

19.
20.

*

21.
22.

23.

*

24,

High Energy Nuclear Chemistry (HErr~C)
Dipole r·1oment and Polarizability
Drugs and Poisons
Biosynthesis
structural Polysaccharides
Simple I.ipids
Enzymes
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Table 5
Term Selections for S.E, I

Analysis

Term Selection

A

1

2

3

B

1

4

7

10

c

2

5

8

11

D

3

6

9

12

E

l

3

5

7

F

2

4

6

G

All 12 terms from each field
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8

9

11

10 .··

12

Table 6
Stability Experiment I
Factor I

Results

Atomic and Subatomic D,rnamics

Analysis
_A_ _lL __Q__ _D___
E _ __
F_ _Q_

Field

.672
.450
.417
.541

Dipole !>lament and Po1arizability
Self-Consistent Field Theory
Solid State Engineering
Uigh Energy Nuclear Chemistry
Field Theory
Fluctuations and Brownian J.iovement
Catalysis

.720
.712
.433
.533
• 552
.415 -537
.467 .281
-300

.717
-730
.612
-335
.456
.352
.223
.327
• 297

.810
-543
.539
.652
.426
.769
.475

.804
.746
.583
.518
• 642
.574
.382
.377

-790
-710
,600
.627
• 508
.508
.384
-332

-796
-722
.610
-599
• 569
.541
.413
-354

Radar

Instrumentation

FadDr II Electronic Hachinery
Analysis

Field

_A_

...JL

__Q__ _lL _E_ _L _G_

.830
.802
-577
·735
.689
-522
.606

.749
.708
.637
.638
-550
.520

.769
-723
.743
.677
.480
.441

-754
-522
.569
-505
.454

-703
.630
.651
-577
.445
-359

.782
-714
.656
.677
.501
.446

Audio Engineering
Instrumentation
Telephony
Radar
Solid State Engineering
Field Theory
SCF

-754
.675
.643
.601
.483
·377

Factor III Nolecular (Fluid) Dynamics
Field

.Analysis
_A___
B___
c_ _lL _!._ __!_ _Q_

.848
.844
-742
.635

.871
.821
.784
.606

Factor IV

.800
.787
-598
.564

,863
.829
.800
.420

.862
.817
-725
.487

.890
.812
.764
.587

.884
.882
.74o
·536

Aerodynamics
Air Properties
Aircraft Design
Fluctuations and Brownian l1ovement

Aircraft Structure
Field

Analysis

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
.881 .895 .921 .885 .888 .896 .898

Aircraft Structures
Beam Theory
Aircraft Design
AerodYnamics

.873 .878 .832 .872 .864 .884 .879
.456 .444 .652 .4o9 .516 .429 .481
.461
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'l'able 6 (continued)
Factor V Biological Chemistry
Analysis

Field

_A___
B___
c___D_

_JL _F___
G_

.921
-907
.782
.612
•623
• 502

.912
.904
.760
.649
• 527
.458

.911
.913
,813
.637
•645
.500

.876
.867
.799
.718
• 264
.495

Factor VI

.923
,887
.815
.709
•688
.578

·,:···

.904
.899
.841
.708
• 584
-572

·914
.903
.815
.694
• 557
.515

Biosynthesis
Enzymes
Drugs and Poisons
Simple Lipids
Catalysis
.
· Structural Polysaccharides

81ectric Machinery

Analysis

Field

_L, _JL

_c_ -lL. -L _,L ....L

.806
.800
• 782
.428

.833
.831
.808
·354
.249
.351

.818
.771
,806
.372
.344

Factor VII

.877 .859
.838 .857
.852 .821
.537 ,h)2
.4o4 .342
.351 .• 365

'310
.78Lf
.807
.398
.311

.830
.824
.807
.425
.323

Electric Hachinery
Power Transmission
Power.Generation and Distribution
Telephony
Instrumentation
f.udio Engineering

Field Theory

Analysis

Field

_A___
B ___
C___
D_

• 520

_L _F_ _Q_
Field Theory

• 44 7 •705 • 352 • 370 ·.372
.388 .486 ·359 .189 .331
.603

Radar

Self-Consistent Field Theory

Factor VIII Minor Factor
A·lalysis
__!_ •..lL. ....£_ ,2_ . .!_

Field

-L _G_
Simple Lipi(ls
J:l:t'ugs .an'l Po irons

.3'25
.• 2'i3

0'l.talysis
High Ene<:>gy NucJ.2ar chemistry
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results--the three-terrn analysis does not approximate the 12-term analysis
any less closely than the 4-term or 6 -term analyses do.

It is also the case

that, as in the C-Space results, the r;rouping of fields which emerges from
the analysis is hi:=;hly satisfactory from the point of view of a c;eneral und<~r
standing of the nature of these 24 fields.

rn fact, there is a decided resem-

blance between the present results and the C-Space results.

To the seven

factors identified in Table 6 there correspond the C-Space factors 2, 1, 10,

+, 3, (9 and 6) and 8. In the light of the present evidence, therefore, it
would seem that the possibility that the C -Space structure is substantially
biased by virtue simply of a too-small data base is not a significant issue.
On the positive side the fact that the ratio of invariance (of results) to
size (of corpus examined) which is demonstrated here is exceptionally good
provides some evidence that the pragmatic conceptualization outlined above
does enable us to tap significant functional attributes of linguistic data.

2. 3. 2

Stability E::-::periment Il
This experiment was designed to provide data relevant to the C-Space

Study requirement of a minirnum of three informants per field.

The data for

the present analysis was the data used for analysis Gin SE-I, i.e. twelve
terms per field for each of the 24 fields.

In the present case, each of the 77

informants was treated as a separate variable, so that the analysis was an
analysis of 77 informants rather than of 24 fields.

As in all the previous

analyses, the Minim1.1.m Residual method of extraction and the Varimax criterion for rotation were used.

The factor results are summarized in Table

7, with each informant separately identified (e. g., 1-Enzymcs, 2-Enzymes,

etc.).
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An examination of Table 7 suggests that six of the sixteen factors can
be coordinated roughly with six of the seven factors consistently shown in the
SE-I analyses.

These are, respectively, factors I, II, V, III, IV, and VII.

However, without the prior availability of the SE-I results, these factors could
not have been so clearly interpreted,

For example, the finding of 2-Drugs

and Poisons and 1-Drugs and Poisons together with 3-Dipole Moment and
3-Self Consistent Field Theory at the top of the list of informants associated
with Factor I appears quite paradoxical until we recall that (a) in SE-I.
Dipole Moment and SCF were associated primarily with Factor I Atomic and
Subatomic Dynamics and (b) the fine chemical structure of drugs anJ poisons
is generally a critical factor in their biological activity.

Given this n1uch,

we can then assimilate !-Telephony to the interpretation of the present Factor
I as Atomic and Subatomic Dynamics.
An analogous "decoding" of the grouping of Beam Theory, Catalysis,
and Aerodynamics on Factor V gives less satisfying results, but we are reminded that (a) in aircraft work, Beam Theory deals primarily with metal
beams and (b) catalysis is an important aspect of metallurgy.

Even more

resistant to interpretation is the ,5rouping of 1-Aircraft Structures, 3-Audio
Engineering, 2-Power Generation and Distribution, and 1-Radar on Factor IX.
Further, although the finding of 3-Henc and 4-Henc as the sole representatives
of Factor XIII may be considered encouraging, it becomes impossible to interpret this factor with any degree of confidence when we find, in addition, 1Henc and 2-Henc together with 3-Fluctuations as the sole representatives of
Factor XVIII.

Again, factors IV, VIII, and IX all appear to be heterogeneous

"Electronics" factors of some kind, but it is difficult to say what kind or to
characterize the differences among them.
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Thus, on the whole, the present results reflect a rna rked lack of
agreement among informants within fields, and, in contrast to the SE-1
results, they do not present a well-structured configuration which makes
sense in relation to a general understanding of the nature of the f'ields.
It would appear, therefore, that the reguirernent of three informants per
field is not an excess of caution and, in light of results such as those for
Henc described above, it seen1s likely that Hu·ee informants does represent
a minimum figure.
One explanation for the present findings is that each of the informants
represents a very imperfect measurin:; instrument and that averaging scores
of informants within fields is effective because the errors of measurement
associated with each informant are independent of the errors of measurement
associated with other informants and consequently tend to cancel one another
in the averaging process.

Such an explanation, however, will not account for

the magnitude of the effect, observed.

Inspection of the correlation matrix

shows the average correlation between two informants from the same field to
be somewhat less than. 50.

Under the "errors of measurement" explanation,

this would imply that from 75% to lOOo/o of the variance associated
with the ratings of each informant was error variance.

To expect errors of

this magnitude to cancel out by averaging three measures would be to expect
silk purses from sows • ears.

Using some crude, but conservative inequalities,

one may calculate that under these conditions it would require nine judges to
reduce the error variance in the averaged ratings to the point where it was
merely equal to the true variance.

Moreover, on any account involving error-

cancelling one would expect to find a sample-size effect, since the amount of
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Table 7
Analysis by Individuals
Factor I

.643
.630
.599
.583
.578

.509

Atomic and Subatomic Dynamics

2 - Drugs and Poisons
3 - Dipole !·lament and Polarizability
1 - Drugs and Poisons

3 - Self-Consistent Field Theory
3 - Fluctuations and Brownian Hovement
1 -Telephony

. 491

3 - High Energy Nuclear Chemistry

. 454

1 - Self -Consistent Field Theory
2 - High Energy Nuclear Chemistry
2 - Solid State Engineering

.420

.4o7

Factor II Molecular (Fluid) Dynamics

.864
.842
.827

.825
.783
-774

.753
.691

.677

.658
.649
.510
.489
.482

3 - Aerodynamics
4 - Aerodynamics
5 - Aerodynamics
2 - Air Properties
2- Aircraft Design
3- Aircraft Design
3- Air Properties
1 - Aircraft Design
1 - Air Properties
1 - Beam Theory
2 - Beam Theory
2 - Aerodynamics
1 - Aero<lynamics
l - High Energy Nuclear Chemistry

Factor III Biological Chemistry

.855
.817

.814

3 - Biosynthesis
3 - Enzymes
4 - Enzymes

• ?95

2 - Biosynthesis

.775
.756
.727
.726

1 -Enzymes
3 -Drugs and Poisons
1- Biosynthesis

.720

.685
.584
.574
.565
• 535
.411

l - Structural Polysaccharides
2- Structural Polysaccharides
3 - S:imple Lipids
l - Simple Lipids
2 - Simple Lipids
2 -Enzymes
3 - Catalysis
3 - Structural Polysaccharides
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Table 7

(continued)

Factor TV

.861
.791
.775
• 764
.725
.699
.675
.661
.608

.471
.460

.455
.428

Electric Nachinery

1 - Solid State ~ngineering
3- Power Transmission
2 - PoHer Transmission
1 - Power 'Transmission
1- Instrumentation
3 - Electric Hachinery
2 - Instrumentation
2 - Solid State Bngineering
3 - Power Generation and Distribution
3 - 'l'elephony
2 - P01<er Generation and Distribution
3 - Instrumentation
3 - Audio Engineering

Factor V Aircraft
.820

~tructure

3 - Beam Theory
1 - Catalysis

• 758
.651
.567

3 - Aircraft Structures
1 - Aerodynamics

• Sif4

2 - Catalysis

.541

2 - Aerodynamics

Factor VI

.495
.420

2 - Enzymes
2 - structural Polysaccharides

Factor VII

•710
.688
.479
.475
.449
.355

Field Theory

3 - Radar
1 - Field Theory

2 - Field Theory
2 - Radar
1 - Audio Engineering
2 - Dipole Homent and Polarizability

Factor VIII
• 529
.418
.381

.368

3
1
2
2

-

'Telephony
P0 1:Jer Generation and Distribution
Solid State
Audio Engineering
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Table 7

(cJntinued)

Factor IX

.608
.5)4
.505
• 1f7

5

1 - Aircraft :-:truct=es

- PO\•rer Generation and Distribution
1 - Radar
Audio Engineering

3
2

.416

3

• 381

3

-- Instrumentation

Solid State imgineering

Factor X

• 572

3 - Field 'rheory

Factor XI

.634
.483
.420
.398

l

-

Self-Consistent Field 'l'heory

- Self-Conoistent Field 'J.'heory
4 - Catalysis
3 - Catalysis
2

Factor XII

.651
. 597

1 - Electric l•fachinery

2 - Electric Nachinery

Factor XIII

.638

.535

4 - High Energy Nuclear Chemistry
3 -High Energy Nuclear Chemistry

Factor XIV

.557

3 - Structural Polysacchal'icles

• 382

1 - Simp] e Lipids

Factor XV

.429

1 - Fluctuations and Brownian Hoveruent

Factor XVI
.1+72

1 - Beam Theory

.471

2 - Ee!'m

~'he)ry
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Table

7

(continued)

Factor XVII

• 570

2 - Fluctuations and

Bro~mian

l·covement

Factor XVIII

.357
.348

.253

2 - High Energy Nuclear Chemistry
1 -High Energy Nuclear Chemistry
3 - Fluctuations and Brownian Hovement
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actual

cancellin;~

woul,_l approach its expected value for inc"·easing N.

A more parsimonious explanation follows directly from the pra:>,rnatic
conceptualization presented in Section 2. l.

In that section, fields of know-

ledge were described as socio-historical realities and practitioners were
described as constituents of such fields.

On this view it follows that we can

attribute to an individual practitioner no more than a particular view of his
field.

It follows further that we may expect practiti.oners to disagree in their

judgmccnts and lhat an adequate characterization of the field is best approxin1ated by the sum of tl1eir jud;zments rather than the lowest common denominator--disaf(reernent is by no means equivalent to error :ariance.

The

"decodinc;" of factors I and V in the present experiment is consistent with this
explanation.

2. 3. 3. Stability Experiment III
This is a study of the changes brought about in the factor structure
shown in SE-1 when two parameters of the experirncntal situation--the informants and the specific set of tee hnical terms--were altere d.

For practical

reasons, the new set of terms was restricted to twelve terms drawn from
each of the ten fields listed in Table 8.

Because of the limited availability of

informants and the time pressures operating in the collection of data, it proved
impossilie, in SE-III and SE-IV, to meet the requirement of three informants
for each field.

For two of the fields, Telephony and Power Transmission, no

informants could be obtained.

Because of the complications resulting from

these limitations on the extent and quality of the data, the presentation and
discussion of the analysis and results of SE-III will be postponed until Scoction

2. 3. 5.
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Table 8
Field Sources of Terms for SE-III, -IV, and -V
Electric Nachinery

l.

3·

5.

7.
10.

11.
16.
18.
21.

24.

Instrumen~ation

Field Theory
Po1;er Generation and Distribution
Aircraft Structures
Aerodynamics
Self-Consistent Field Theory
EigtJ. Energy Nuclear Chemistry
Biosynthesis
Enzymes
Table 9
Number of Informants for SE-III and SE-IV

Number

4

5

Electric Jl!achinery
Power Transmission
Instrumentation

5

Radar

0

2
2
1
1
0

7
4
5

3
5
4
5
3

4
3

4

5
3

1

5

Field Theory
Audio Engineering
Power Generation and Distribution
Solid State Engineering
Telephony
Aircraft Structures
Aerodynamics
Aircraft i)esign
Air Properties
Beam Theory
Catalysis
Self-Consistent Field Theory
Fluctuations and Brownian Novement
High Energy Nuclear Chemistry
Dipole J.!oment and Polarizability
Drugs and Poisons
Biosynthesis
Structural Polysaccharides
Simple Lipids
Enzymes
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2 • -,J .

~

'"I

Stability E"'periment IV
Tbe previous Stability Experiments were based on terrns selected

from the six

six-para::;raph references constituting the; field corpus for each

field, as described in connection with the C-Space Study.

In the present

experiment a new 36-para?,raph. corpus was selected for each of the ten
fields listed in Table 3, n1aking use of the san.1e principles of selection as

the precedins corpora.

Technical terms in the corpus were identified in tl1e

same way as hefore- and twelve terms were selected at random frorneach

of the ten fields listed in Table 8.

This set of 120 terms was rated by the

same informan-ts who provided the ratings for SE-III.

Approximately two-thirds

of the informants were those who provided the C-Space ratings for the fietds
which were studied in the present experiment.

The rerraining third consisted

graduate students from the California Institute of Technology,

or

The analysis of

this data and a discussion of the results will be presented in the following section.

2. 3. 5

Stability Experiment V
The data collecteJ for SE-III and SE-IV falls signifiCantly short of the'!

ideal in at least two major respects.

First, the three-informant minimum

was not attained for five of the 22 fields analyzed.

Second, the terms which

were rated with respect to the 22 fields were drawn L·om only ten of those
fields.

The first of these shortcorniri:;s would be cxp<'!cted to produce. results

similar to those of the analysis by individuals, i. '"· th:3 results of SE-ll
contrasted with the results of SE-I.

:J.S

The second would be'! expected to intro-

duce appreciable error in the orientation of field vectors with :respect to one
another and to both increase and decrease the apparent similarity a1nong
44

fields, especially ti1e fields not ;·epresented by acoy terms in the set of tern1s
rated by inforrnants.
error, (b)

Thus, between the tendencies to (a) increase random

generate spurious si.n1ilarities, and (c)

generate spuriously

idios yneratic relations hips among fields, the Jata limitations in SE -III and
SE-IV presented the possibility of serious distortions in the factor results
for these two stability studies.
F<)r this reason, an intermediate set of data was constructed.

Frorn

the data u,sed in SE-1 analysis G (lZ terms per field) a selection was made of
the ratings of those terms which had been '::trawn from the ten fields shown in
Table 13.

Data for the fields of Telephony and Power Transmission was

eliminated.

Thus, the SE-V data matched theSE-III and SE-IV data in regar<l

to fields analyzed and fields from which the cerms were taken; it was not
mjltched in regard to the number of info,:·mants in specific fields.
The 22 fields represented by the SE-V data were intercorrelated and
the correlation rnatrix was facto1· analyzed, using the Ma;cin1mn Likelihood
n>eL>od of extraction ;end the Varimax crite;:ion for analytic rotation.

This

analysis is identified as Analysis M, and the 1·esults are summarized in
Table 10.
Similar a.nalys es were made of these 22 ficl<is, using the SE -III data
and the SE-IV data.

These are identified as Analysis K and Analysis L,

respectively, and the results a,re summarized in Table lO.
A similar analysis was made of the entire data (24 fields, 288 terms)
used for analysis Gin SE-I.
are summarized in Table 10.

This is identified as Analysis N, and the results
Analyses G and N differ only in that the Minimum

Residual method of factor extraction was used in the former and the Maximum
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Table 10
Analyses K; L, N, and N
Factor I

Atomic and Subatomic Dynamics

Analysis

-

Field

JL. _N_ __K ___L_
.879 .470 .808 .836
.705 -798 .721 .669
0
.4oo .635 .639 .564
**o .418 .442 .548 .630
.642 .434 .513
• 392 • 545
*
• 515 • 388
.399
*
. 395
_K___
L_

Factor II

Electronic Machinery
~

Analysis
_L _L_
0

**
00
0

*

0

Self-Consistent Field Theory
Dipole Noment and Polarizabili~y
Solid State Bngineering ·
Field Theory
Fluctuations and Browriian Novenient
High Energy Nuclear Chemistry
Air Properties
Instrumentation

...1L.

_N_

.672 .832 .789 -777
.841t .763 -778 .544
.548 .527 ·750 .431
.665
.664 .4o9
.475
Factor III

Audio Engineering .
Instrumentation
Radar
Telephony
Solid State Engineering
Field 'rheory ·

Nolecula.r (Fluid) Dynamics
:..\

Analysis
__L _L_
**

.836

JL

_L _K_

•731f

.895 ,893
.661 .873 .844 ·576
.521 .278 .727 .764
.662 .556 .843

Aerodynamics
Air Properties
Aircraft Design
Fluctuations and :Bro\mian·Hoveinent• · ···

.252

. ·.C!.

Factor IV

Aircraft Structure

Analysis

~

_K___
L _ _lL _N_

** .925 ·951 ·923 .912

,,

Aircraft Structures

·932 .862 ·921 .915 Beam Theory · ·
.664 .838 .483 ,lt65 Aircraft Design
• 275 .Aerod;ynamics
• 535
. 46

: ·'
t•

.~.

_[\a,l;le 10

1

(continued)

V Biochemistry

~·actor

~**

X*
0

_L _L_ ..1L_

..JL

.886
• 951
.855
• 680
.899

.923
.909
.827
-754
• 548
, 54D

.854
·928
.842
-434
.739
.775 .821
.471

.852
.437
.676
.457
. 631
.680

Factor VI

Biosynthesis
Enzymes
Drugs and Poisons
Simple Lipids
Catalysis
Structural Polysaccharides
Radar
Electric Nachinery

1illalysis

Field

_lL _1_ _!L _N_

**
**
00
00

Rlectric Hachinery
Power Ge,.wration and Distribution
Po11er Transmission
Telephony

.808 .773 .828 .866
.84o -953 ,8)3 .853
• 843
.423

Factor VII

Radar

Analysis

fl~

0

_L _L_ ...JL _N_
.448 • 710
. 331 • 334

Radar
Field Theory

Factor VIII
Analysis
_!_ __±,__

...JL

_lL
Catalysis
High Energy Nuclear Chemistry

.464 • 539
"583 '362

?!;•*

Factor IX
£);nalysis

_K._.

~

~.

_lL _N_

.391 .400

Fluctuations and Brownian Kovement
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'rable 10

(continued)
Factor X

Jmalysis
_K___
1_
0

...J:L

_N_

Simple Lipids
Biosynthesis
Drugs and Poisons

.625 .851 .718
.385
• 365

Factor XI
~

Analysis
_K___
1 _ __]i_ _N_

.468 .427

Structural Polysaccharides
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Table 11

Gommunc,l:i.ties for _-\.nalyses K, L, !i, and N
J\..nalYsis

--·~

*
*
*

0
0

*

0
0

"*

*

*
*
*
0
~

. 759 • 70it .906 .918
.876
.8"(3 .850 .e69 .782
.690 .605 •89+ .9tl8
.245 • 277 .847 .691
• 515 •727 .767 .858
.797 .9 1+5 .901 .886
~ 59h .l-~88 • 7fJit .725
.843
.963 .965 .'.;ItO • 925
.950 .901 .';!34 '924
,88') .889 ·932 .933
.720 • 765 .8ll • 771+
.887 .870 .911 .894
.873 .620 .710 • 749
.8)5 .)10 • 902 .835
.7)9 • 575 .8~6 •7119
.132 .179 • 61+5 • 551
.628 .499 .7)5 .728
.911 .900 .789 .315
.872 •9 37 .';)54 .927
.916 • 954 • 516 • )1+3
.920 .953 .8)1 .660
.';)55 .920 .224 .905

Instrumentation
Radar
Field Theory
Audio 'Engineering
Power GGneration and Distribution
Solid. State !engineering
Telephony
Aircraft :Jtructures
Aerodynamics
Aircraft Design
Air Properties
Beam Theory
Catalysis
Self-Consistent Field 'J'heory
Fluctuations and Brownian i·Iovement
High Energy nuclear Chemistry
Dipole i'loment and Folarizability
Drugs and Poisons
Biosynthesis
structural P,>l;ysaccharicle s
Simple Lipids
Enzymes

16.7 15.8 17.6 19.2
22.0 22.0 22.0 24.0

Common Variance
'l'otal Variance

Electric r::achi.nery
1

Fo~,:rer '1 rans1ni~Jsion
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Table 12
Stability of "Non-Empty" Fields
Analysis
_A_ _L _C___
D_ _L 2._

_Q_ ...JL __L .2!._

..JL

.8o6
.802
.522
.800
,881
.848
.450
.541
.921
.907

.830
.675
.569
.807
.898
.884
.722
.599
.914
.903

.866
.544
.630
.853
.912
.893
.836
.545
.923
.909

.818
.708
·552
.806
.895
.871
.712
.533
.911
.913

.837
-723
.456
,808
.921
.800
·730
.335
.876
.867

.877
.522
.426
.852
.885
.863
.543
.652
.923
.887

.859 .81o
.6)0 .714
.642 .508
.821 .807
,888 .896
.862 .890
.746 .710
.518 .627
.912 .904
.904 .899

.808
.844
.418
.840
.925
.836
.879
-D47
.886
·951

.773
.763
•1f42
·953
·951
-734
.470
-D99
.854
.928

.828
·778
.548
.833
.923
.895
.808
.)92
.852
.437

1. Electric Machinery
3, Instrumentation
5. Field Theory
7, Power Gen. & Distr.
10, Aircraft Structure
11. Aerodynamics
16. SCF Theory

18. HENC
21. Biosynthesis
24. Enzymes

Table 13
Stability of "Empty" Fields
Analysis
_A_ __
B_ __
C___
D___
E_ _L

_Q_ __L _1_ _li__

-735
.830
.689
• 742
.844
.873
.623
.415
•672
.782
.502
.612

.601
.754
.610
.740
.882
.879
.557
.536
• 796
.815
.515
.694

.638
.749
.433
.784
.821
.878
.645
.606
• 720
.813
.500
.637

.677
.76')
.612
.598
.787
.832
.264
.564
• 717
.799
.495
.718

.505
.75h
.539
,800
.829
.872
.688
,1!·20
.810
.815
.578
.709

.577
.703
.583
.725
.817
.864
.527
.487
.804
.760
.458
.649

.677
.782
.600
.764
.812
.884
.584
.587
• 790
.841
·572
.708

..JL

.548 .527 .750 .431
.:..§11. .8)2 .789 ·777
-- -- .400 .635
.521 ~ .727 .764
~ ~ .873 .844
~ .862 .921 .915
~ ·739 .6)1 .548
-- .662 .556
-- • 705 •798
.855 .842 ~ .827
.775 .821 ~ .51+0
.680 .434 .457 .734
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4. Radar
6. Audio Engineering
8. Solid State Engr •

12, Aircraft Design
13. Air Properties
Beam Theory
Catalysis
Fluctuations etc •
Dipole Homent
Drugs & Poisons
Structural Polysaccharicles
Simple Lipids

14,
15.
17.
19.
20.
22.
23,

Likelihood n1etl1od \vas used in the latter.

In Table

0, the fields associated

\vith c=:ach factor are listed in t:he order of clecreasinJ loadings in Analysis N,

which is considered to represent the most

~;alid

set of

resuli:~.

In Table

10 and Table i l. the fields from which the terms for SE>III, -IV and -V were
dra\vn are ide11tified by aste1·isks; those fields which \Ve_cc represented by

iev.'er than

LhJ.~ee

i;.1forrr1ants are identified by zeroes.

The ,najor discrepancies between the four analyses of Table 10

a,~,d

l l are the followiw;:

( ~~)

Fields whicl1

ap~oea1·

sn Factor I for the M and N analyses split into

two :;roups of fields on both
(2)

he Land K analyses.

Fields which appeat· on Factor III for the L, M, and N analyses split
into two groups in the K analysis.

(3)

Minor factors VII, VIII, and IX are comn10n to theM and N analysis
but do not appear in t:1e L and K analyses.

(4)

Minor facto:· XI appears in the Land K analyses but not in the M and
N analyses.

(5)

Minor factor X appears in the K, L, and M analysis but not on the
N analysis.

(S)

Fields 5 and 18 (Field Theory and Henc) show a n-.arked drop in com-

rnunali'cy for the K and L analyses as contrasted wici-. theM ctnd N analyses.
(7)

Field 2tl, (Enzymes) shows a marked d:.:op in comrnuneclity in theM
analysis only.

(8)

Field 22 (Structural Polysaccharides) shows a marked increase in communality for the K, L, and M analyses as contrasted with theN
analysis.
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On the other hand, the following facts also. stand out:
(l)

The six major factors found in SE-1 are found in all of the present
analyses.

(2)

If we restrict our attention to the ten fields, identified by the asterisks,

from which all the tern<ll in the K, L, and M analyses were drawn, ·Ne
find that
(a)

The major projections of these fields (identified in Table 10 by
double asterisks) show a dec;ree of correspondence which is quite
cornparable to the correspondence found fo1· these fields in SE-1
and indeed, may well exceed the latter.

The sole exception is

High Energy Nuclear Chemistry (sec 6, above)
(b)

These fields are almost exclusively :he most important determine1·s
of the six major factors.

(3)

The L analysis docs not differ from theM and N analyses more than
the K analysis does.

(4)

The M analysis is in eeneral, intermediate between the N analysis on
the one hand and the K and L analyses on the other.

(5)

The K and L analyses differ more than any two of the SE-I analyses.

These observations lead to the following conclusions:
( l)

The change of corpus does not appear to have been a significant source
of instability, since the L analysis does cot differ from theN analysis
more than the K analysis does.

(2)

Although an effect resulting from the change of informants cannot be
1·uled out straight off, and, in fact, does offer one explanation for
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Field

1~\,

Henc, the difference in stability for the fields shown in

Table 13 as compared with those in Table 12, makes i t very unlikely that the
change of informants as such was a major source of instability.
(3)

In contrast, all of the :results are consistent with the conclusion that
the only significant source of instability was the combination of artifacts, already mentioned, involving the sampling f:rom fields and the
appropriate nun;ber of informants per field.

The fact that the ten

fields which were represented by terms (identified in Table 12 as
"non-empty" fields) in the K, L, and M analyses gave results which
are virtually indistinguishable from the resuLts of SE-I whereas the
remaining fields, taken as a whole, showed major discrepancies is
one of the strongest pieces of supporting evidence.

So, too, is the

fact that the results of analysis M, where the sampling artifact is the
only source of discrepancy relative to analysis N, arc intermediate

between the results of analysis Nand analyses K and L.

This com-

parison demonstrates that the kind of discrepancy observed between
analysis Nand analyses K and L

~be

biased sampling of terms from fields.

produced by means of heavily
Even the kind of discrepancy

shown by High Energy Nuclear Chemistry, i.e. the radical change in
communality (Table 11), in the K and L analyses is duplicated by
Enzymes and Structural Polysaccharides in theM analysis.

2. 3. 6

Summary of the Stability Experiments
The Stability Study was designed to provide evidence in regard to the

stability of factor results when Lhe following parameters of the C -Space paradigm were altered, either singly or in 'tarious combinations (See Table 3).
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(a)

The size of the sample of terms rated by informants

(b)

The specific set of informants used

(c)

The nurnber of informants used

(d)

The specific set of terms used

(e)

The specific set of references drawn fran< the literature

(f)

The method of factorinc: used in the data analysis

The additional parameter,
( 0()

The uniformity of sampling of field corpora in the seleCtion of
terms was investigated as a result of the extraneous alteration of
the experirnental situation in this respect in the course Df evaluatin,c;
the other. parametric changes.
It was found that the number of inforn<ants per field made a

very substantial difference in the factm· results.

The use of three informants

per field was found to give a stable and conceptually coherent configuration of
fields in the factor space; in contrast, the use of individual informants produced a confused and largely unusable (for indexing or measuring) configuration
in the factor space.

The use of a three -informant minimun< in the

G~Space

Study was considered to be vindicated by this finding.
There was an ambiguous indication that changing from one sef Of informants to another might occasionally make a substaco.tial difference 'in the
location of a field in the factor space.

However, this evidence was also ex-

plicable in terms of the uniformity of sampling, and there was no indication
that a change in informants was a substantial influence in producing change.
There was convincing evidence that failure to sample terms properly
from the set of fields analysed produces some very marked changes in the
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configuration of th2 field vectors in the {actor space,

Since the kind of

sarnpling bias which produced these effects could not arise in the <1ormal

C

~Space proccdu.:rc~

but 'Nas

a~;.

artifact of specific conJition.s 1n two of the

stability experirnents, the main value of this

fimlin;~

was to prevent the

?cttril)ution of the changes that did occur to the effect of the other paran1cters
under in vP- s tigation,

The major finding of the Stability Study was that under the conditions
wl1ich obtained in the C-Space Study, includin:s a 3-informant minimum and
uaiform sampling of terms from fields, the factor :results are virtually invariant with respect to kinds of change which in most comparable experimental
con texts would ba vc very substantial effects on empirical outconJCS.

Under

the sinJultaneous alte"·aticin of all six of the para1neters a-f (Analysis L vs
any of analyses A-F), there was still no convincing evidence of any effect
other than the effect of parameter g, sampling bias

(note that here the change

in parameter c differed substantially in level and degree from SE II, where
number of informants was shown to be an important variable).
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2. 4

•

The Vocabulary Study
More is required for a functional IS and R systern than a descriptive

1ndexing schema.

Primarily, what is required in addition, is an indexing.

process and a retrieval process.

That is, a set of specific, realizable

operations are needed which, when applied io a docume.tt, result in the document's beinz indexed or, when applied to a retrieval request; r·esult ·in a
set of documents being retrieved in response to the request.

Provisions for

a retrieval process were described in connection with t;-,e C-Space rationale,
and empirical findings rdevautto this aspect of the problem are preseri(e<i
Section 2. 5.

1n

The pr·esent study is concerned with tc1e inde:dnc; process.

Certain constraints on possible inde:dng processes are imposed by
the acceptance of the condition

that the process be fully automatic.

For

example, the C-Space procedures would serve the purpose of indexing documents--this would require rnerely that the docurnents be rated in the same
way that the C-Space technical terms and sentences were.

This process w:.>ul•'"'

produce results which were maximally valid from the point of view of the
rationale presented in Section 2. l.

Such a procedure, however, would be

quite unwieldy--though perhaps not more so than some methods now in use-and certainly would not meet the criterion of complete automation.
indexing problem may be rephrased as the

rroble:1~

Thus, the

of estimating, via some

process which is fully automatic, the C -Space cbs sificalior. of documents that
would have been obtained using expert inf onnants in tne C -Spac c r,aradizm.

p, suggestion toward this end may be drawn fr,ym the staten1ents that
(2 1-·1) the degree of relevance of a molar
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dLcursj,··.~

ucn. to a given field

•

is a function of the degree of relevance of its constituent staten>ents, and
(2. 1-9) the degree of relevance of a technical expression to a given field is
a function of tlw degree of relevance to tnat field of lhe statements in which
the term in question does or can appear.
in the form of a maxim;

The suggestion is best expresncd

"Tl<e degree of relevance of a statement or larger

discursive unit with respect to a given field can be expressed as a function of
the degree of relevance of its constituent technical terms to that field."
Proceedint; in accordance with this maxim, we may then try to identify
specific functions '''hich will permit technical exj:>ressions to be used effectively
as estimators f o c classifying the discursive units in which they appear.
Vocabulary Study, o11e such functions

is

In the

investigated, with the effectiveness

of the estimation being cletermined by reference to the criterion of direct

psychometric C-Space indexing.
A further issue, not unrelated to che question "What function ·r" is

raised by the questions, "Which terms?" and "How many terms. "

The issue

is a critical one because the number of technical tenns in current use in any
field ·>f knowledge is likely to be quite large (vide 2300 terms in just the 36paragraph corpora for 20 C-Space fields); moreover the pool of current terms
is being augmented and reduced at an appreciable rate, though fortunately noL
ordinarily at a fast enough rate to make the pool substantially unstable.

Thus,

any estimating procedu!l'!e in which it was essential to make use of all or nearly
all the technical expressions in a document in order to index the document
effectively would be certain to fail in a substantial proportion of cases--probably most cases- -and it would tend to be both extremely costly and extremely
limited in its range of practical applicability.
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Thus an appropriate procedure

for evaluating an estimation function would be by means of a performance
curve showing indexing accuracy in relation to 'the number or proportion of
constituent technical expressions·required to achieve that degree of accura.cy.
This was the approach taken in the present study.

2.4. I

Procedures
From the six-paragraph corpus for each of the ten fields listed in

Table 8, one paragraph was selected at random.

For each paragraph,, all

or most of the technical expressions identified in the paragraph were rated in
regard to their degree of relevance to the 24 fields listed in Table 4.

The

informants for the present study were the same as the informants for Stability
Experiment I.

The data was collected from these informants along with the

data for SE -I.
For this study, the results of SE-V AnalysisN wer.,used.a;;,.aC-Space.
Given the ratings of paragraphs and constituents with respect to the 24 fields,
C-Space coordinates were computed, so that each paragraph and each constituent term was assigned to a specific location in this miniature C-Space comprising six common factors and eight "unique" factors.

The following formula

was used for computing coordinates:

~ A,J

where

=

A··
lJ

3

R"J

the computed coordinate value of unit K (a term or
a paragraph) on the ith reference axis
the factor loading of the jth field on the ith reference
axis, withj ranging over those fields used as
estimators for i.
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.

the rated degree of relevance of unit K to field j
the one field having the highest loading on the ith
reference axis
The use of this formula provides a simple weighted-average estimation of
coordinate values
(a)

with substantially:greater weight being given to fields having
higher as against lower factor loadings on the reference axis
in question

(b)

in a C-Space having essentially the same metric as the rating
scales, i.e. a range from 0. 0 to 8. 0

(c)

except that the upper bound for coordinate values is not 8. 0
but rather that proportion of 8. 0 given by A if

(d)

the constant 0. 5 being added in order to avoid problems of computer underflow in the application of the estimation function.

A variety of estimation functions were defined.

The major analysis was

carried out with Classification Formula Three:

·x iF

~

(

A

(p

t

I"
~

I: A fv:p

',~I

~A,·r (ll

; liJ

I~ ip)

/

I

;;<.

0

)'J

A i:.o-p ... f+ j ""p

! /
I :::of

is the computed coordinate value of paragraph p or
reference axis i

where

N

is the number of constituents used as estimators

Kp

is the Kth constituent of paragraph p
is the "known" coordinate value of Kp on i

Aif

is defined above

r

is the number of reference axes in the C-Space
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More discursively, A.

lp

is the average of the i-coordinate values of the con-

stituents and Bip is the product of the i-.coordinate values of the·. constituents,
normalized, first, with respect to the sum of these products over the 14
reference axes, and second, with respect to the metric of the C-Space.
formula was selected on the basis of the functional properties of Aip
Bip·

The

an~

The first, being a simple average, tends to preserve the effects of
.;

~-

single occurrences of substantial projections of constituents on a given axis.
The second, being a product ratio, is a measure of preponderance of substantialpr oj ections on one axis rather than another; it reflects consistency
rather than single occurrences and, if used alone, tends toward an all-ornone pattern of a maximum value on one axis and essentially zero values on
the remaining axes.
In general, the differences among the various Classification For mula
which were defined had to do with (a) the speed with which the preponderance
effect became dominant with increasing number of constituents, (b) the
rapidity and boundary values for damping the preponderance effect, and
(c) ways of identifying secondary nodes of relevance in conjunction with an
overall preponderance effect.

It is clear that the evaluation of a variety of

Classification Formulae is a significant area for further investigation.
In the sequential procedure in which first one, then 2, . . . then N
constituents were used for estimating paragraph locations, each set of
estimators represented a separate random selection from the total available.
This procedure has the limitation that as N approaches the total number of
constituents, the successive samples become less and.less independent,
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Z.4.Z

Results
The results of this analysis are se1own in Table 14.

major findings.

There are two

The first is that the Classification Formula used in the study

succeeds quite well in matching the criterion locations of the paragraphs.
The degree of discrepancy reflected in the distance rneasures shown Table
14 is to be interpreted in the light of a 14-dimensional C-Space in which the
greatest distance from any allowable indexing location to the origin is
and in which essentially all of the data falls in the positive manifold,

2'i.,

'*"'

The

second is that although there is some tendency for indexing accuracy to increase as more and more constituent terms are c:sed, there is essentially
no increase in accuracy past the range of 3-6 terms.
Thus, if the level of accuracy attained by this estimation function is
adequate for use in an operational setting, the present results provide a strong
basis for expecting that the number of previously indexed technical expressions required for processing documents in a &iven field will be smaller, by
one to two orders of magnitude, than the total number of technical expressions having current use in the field.
The present results may be interpreted as reflecting the same basic
phenomenon as the Stability Study, i.e. that the use of the concept of relevance in relation to subject matter shares with the exercise of most human
capacities the characteristic that its operation under optirnal conditions is
surprisingly crude in comparison with the effectiveness with which it operates
under minimally favorable conditions.· The results of both studies are more
readily assimilable to the threshold-sensitivity paradigm of ba£6ic perceptual
processes than to the decay-function paradigm of acquired abilities, operating

ol

Table 1M.

Estimation of Paragraph Locations:

No. Term:;;

Used

2
3
~.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Table 148.

Average
Discrepancy

3.39

2.76
2.76
3.12
2.90
3.13
2.72
2.36
2.51
2.48
2.81
2.56
2.49
2.95

Each occurrence counted

Range of
Discrepance

1.J6 - 6. 54
1.90- 4.31
1.94- 3.72
10 82 - 5a84
1.80 - 5.01
1.80 - 6.30
1.56- 3.69
1.19- 3.36
1.44-3.99
1.42 - 3.00
1. 52 - 4.42
1.38- 3.78
1.35- 3.67
2.37 - 3. 51

Based on N
Paragraphs
8
Ef

8

8
8
8
8
6
5
4
4
3

3
2

Estimation of Paragraph Locations: Each term counted once

No, Terms
Used
1

2
3
4
5
6

Average
Discrepancy

3.47
3.13
2.96
3.13
2.73
3.05

7

2.72

8

2.48
2.63

9

10

2.52

11

2.59

12
13

2.44
2.43

14

2.95

Range of
Discrepancy

1.36 - 6.54
1.90- 4.5:~
1.61 - 4.43
1.57- 5.11
1.63 - 4.28
1.62 - 5.78
1.35- 3.34
1.18- 3.29
1.46-3.49
1,44 - 2.90
1.38- 3.72
1.36- 2,58
1.32 - 3.31
2.67 - 3.24
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Based on N
Paragraphs
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

6
5
4

4
3

3
2

with environrnental support,

Such comparisons are, of course, merely

S.ltggestive at the pr t:.: s cnt tirne.
Aside from the possibility that other n1ore effective cstin1ation functicms analogous to CF 3 may be found upon further investigation, C-Space
technology affords indexing resources of a different genre which bear obviou,; mention.

For example, the operation of a

C~assification

Formula is

indepen.dcnt of tne linguistic unit to which it applies; in principle, this fact
provides a direct solution to the problen1 of indexing documents which arc
heterogeneous in content, since a variety of techniques are available for
identifying substantial shifts in content emphasis in the coul'se of a linear
progression from the beginning to the end of a given document, and docllmentary subunits delineated on the basis of the shifts could be indexed
separately in addition to the summary indexing of the document as a whole.
Again, since the indexing of a document of any substantial length may be
regarded as both a succession and a curnulation of sub-unit indexings, a
document may be described in terms of its trace and its volume inC-Space
and, for example, the ratio of the total volume to the cylindrical volume

around the trace (i.e. a sort or multidimensional regression line) might well
J'lerve to distinguish a general discussion of a broad content area as against
the successive discussion of several specialized areas when the summary classification of both documents i;; the same.
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2. 5

The Relevance Ranking Study
The procedu_re adopted for sequential retrieval from a C -Space is-

based on che statement (Section 2. 2-h) that when one of two discursive units
indexed in a C-Space has the pragmatic status of a retrieval request a:1d the
second is a sentence or larger unit (i.e. a candidate for retrieval), the
C-Space distance from the second unit to the first is a monotonic function of
of the degree of relevance of that unit to the retrieval request.

Considering

that a C-Space is constructed on the basis of the degree of relevance of
discursive units to fields of knowledge, this assertion may appear paradoxical, as if, for exan1ple, one were to say that if two keys fit the same set
of locks, then one of the keys fits the other,

The puz;;le, however, arises

from the failure to take acco'-!nt of the pragmatic statas of a retrieval request.
Although a retrieval request can be associated with a point in the C-Space on
the basis of the index values of its constituent technical expressions (it may
itself consist merely of a list of one or nwre such expressions), it is not a
piece of information which is a candidate for retrieval, so that it does not
have the same kind of relevance to a set of fields of knowledge that the literature of those fields has.

The kind of relevance

it does have is already directly

expressed and distinguished from other kinds of relevance as soon as it is
characterized as a "retrieval request."
The pragmatic function of a retrieval request is to delimit a range of
subject matter (of the "criterial description" referred to in Section 1. 1-a).
This is likewise one of the functions of "field of knowledge" concepts.

Thus,

a retrieval request may be assimilated to the concept of a "possible field of
knowledge" (vide Section 2. 2-j).

On this view, the coordinates computed for
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a x·etrieval requ.est are not to be interpreted as defining a point-location

ce>r the request.

Instead, these coordimtes determine the projection of the

correspondinc; ':possible field" into the C-Space. Here, the sa1ne considerations
apply as in connection with the problem of unique content (Section 2. 2-d) of
C -Space fields.

To the extent that the point·-location associated with the re-

quest is close to the outer limit of permissible C-Space locations, i.e. is
far out frorn the origin, the content of the "possible field" is fairly exhaustive l y contained within the scope of the C -Space, and consequently, s equential retrieval determined by distance from the ·:equest would approach maxirnal correspondence to the o1·der of degree of relevance to the request.

How-

ever, to the extent that che location associated with the retrieval request is
close to che C-Space origin, the "possible field

would have a considerable

proportion of its subject content not represented in the C-Space; consequently all of the material (documents) in the C-Space would lend to have a
relatively low degree of relevance to the "possible field" and sequential
retrieval according to the distance of documents from the C-Space location of
the reqLlest would be relatively ineffective.
This state of affairs may be viewed in several lights.

For example, it

i.udicates a kind of limitation on the effectiveness of the C-Space technology.
Or, the notion that the C-Space, like any technology, has limitations, may be
laken for granted and attention focussed on the significant advantage of the fact
~hat

the C-Space technology itself provides a discriminating measure of its

own lirnitaticms with respect to any given retrieval request.

Or again, it may

be seen as an argun~ent for the development of a "complete" C-Space, i.e.
one which is not limited in the scope of its content and therefore lacks the
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limitation in question.

This latter comes close to merely repeating that the

appropriate conceptual context for dealing with subject matter is a pragmatic
context, i.e. the widest possible context

in which the concept of "subject

matter" appears in its own right and not merely as a factual instance of
other concepts.
Nevertheless, the articulation of pragmatic concepts is sufficiently
unfamiliar, and the delineation of this f>articular aspect is sufficient! y complex, so that one would like to see some relevant evidence on the matter.
The Relevance Ranking Study was designed to f>rovide such evidence.

2..5.1

Procedures
Two fields from each of the four major content areas were selected

for study.

These fields, listed in Table 15, were selected from the ten

fields (Table 8) for which two sets of references, i.e. a total of 72. paragraphs,
were available.

For each major content area, one field was designated as the

prime field and the other field was designated as the secondary field.

As

shown in Table 16, three paragraphs were selected at random from the corpus of each prime field and one from each secondary field.

For each para-

graph, a subject matter title, assumed to be at least roughly descriptive of
the content of the paragraph, was constructed.

In all cases, the paragraph

title was the title of the reference or subheading under which the paragraph
appeared in the original text, or else it was a close paraphrase thereof.
Two sets of informants were involved.

Four of the paragraphs had

been rated directly by the Vocabulary Study informants, and so these ratings
were incorporated directly as part of the Relevance Ranking data.
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Ratings

Table15
Relevance Ranking Study "'ields
Field
FT

Field Theory
Electric !'iachinery
Aerodynamics
Aircraft Structures
High ~::nergy Nuclear Chemistry
Self-ComJistent Field 'fheory
Biosynthesis
Simple Lipids

Ef1

Ad
,iS

lJENC
SCF

B

SL

'Table 16
Paragraph Titles
Field
Fl'
FT
Fl'

Paragraph Title

c
K

A

EM
Ad

R

Ad

H

AS
Ad

s

J

v

HENC

B

HENC

X

SCF

Q

HENC

u

B

'<I
G
N
D

SL
B
B

Vector Analysis
Types of Fields
Harmonic Functions
Construction of a Power Generating Plant
Parameters of Aerodynamic l<'orces and Moments
Lift Analysis
'>ifing Theory
Contraction Properties
Atomic and tonic recoil from the (
) reaction
Nonreacting Collisions of Energetic Recoil Atoms
Radiolysis of Propane - de
Gamma Ray ~'mission
The Relation of Nucleic Acids to Proteins
The Synthesis of Fat
How a Protein is Hade
'rhe Synthesis of Sugars and Sugarlike Compounds
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on the rernaining twelve para;;raphs and on the sixteen titles were obtained
from the group of informants who participateJ in Stability Experiments III
and IV.
As was done in the Vocabulary Study, a l4-dimensional G-Space based
on the 24-field, 288-term Maximum Likelihood analysis (SE-V Analysis N)
was used.

Likewise the formula used in the Vocabulary Study for computing

coordinates on the basis of ratings with respect to the 22 fields was useJ
in the present study.
Eight groups of six paragraphs were assembled, as shown in Table
17.

The paragraphs were printed on separate cards and the set of cards was

shuffled prior to being presented to an informant.
informants are shown in Appendix B.

The instructions to the

Essentially, they were given one of

the paragraph titles and asked to consider this a "topic" about which they
might have gone to find information, and then to rank the six paragraphs in
their order of relevance to the topic.

Table 17 shows that each set of topic

plus paragraphs had the following characteristics.
(a)

The topic was identical with the title of one of the paragraphs in
the set, and that paragraph was selected from one of the prime
fields.

(b)

Of the six paragraphs in the set, three were from the major content area of the paragraph the title of which was the "topic"
associated with the set.

The three remaining paragraphs

included one paragraph from each of the other three major content
areas.

(This procedure was designed to ensure a substantial range

of relevance with respect to the topic, and also to ensure broad
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sampling from the four major content areas.)
It was also the case for each set that the relevance rankings wexe
made only by informants whose field of special competence was the field
corresponding to the paragraph from which the "Topic" was taken.

Thus,

the rankings were performed by informants from Field Theory (2 informants), Aerodynamics (4), High Energy Nuclear Chemistry (3), and Biosynthesis (6).

2.5.2

Results
The major results of the study are shown in Table 17.

The average

rank of each paragraph in relation to the topic is shown under the heading
"Judged Relevance" and the C -Space distance between the location associated
with the Topic and the locations of the p<>ragraphs is shown in the adjacent
column.

It is evident that in general there is a very high degree of corre.s-

pondence between, on the one hand, the degree of relevance uf the paragraphs
in the C-Space to the "retrieval request" and, on the other hancl, the respective distances from the C-Space location of the paragraphs to the C-Space
location of the "retrieval request".

Figure l indicates that the relation of

relevance to distance is not merely monotonic, but is highly linear as well.
The major exception to the foregoing is the set associated with the
topic "Contraction Properties.
1.

This is the set connected by lines in Figure

It can be seen that the exclusion of this set leaves a scatter plot which

represents an even greater degree of relationship than the original.

This

set also provides the single exception to the finding that with respect to a
given Topic, the three paragraphs judged to be most relevant are the three
from the major content area appropriate to the Topic.
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If we examine the

locations o£ the Topics in regard to their distance from the C-Space origin
(Table 18), we see that the topic "Contraction Properties 11 , in relation to
which there is the least correspondence between distance and relevance and
the six paragraphs are about equally relevant, with none very relevant, is
located much closer to the C-Space ori,~in than any of the other Topics and is
essentially unrelated to any of the C-Space reference axes.

This is there-

sult that would be predicted on the basis of the earlier discussion of the
"unique content" limitation.
One result, which is evident in Table 18 and would not have been predicted straight off is an apparent threshold effect.

The correlation of distance

with relevance is not a linear function of the distance of the Topic from the
origin.

Instead, there appears to be a critical value below which C -Space

distance does not parallel relevance ranking and above which it does.

It is

not clear whether the critical value relates more to the distance of the topic
from che origin or to the extell of its greatest projection on any axis.

If the

threshold effect were a consistent finding this fact would tend to maximize
the likelihood of automatically identifying retrieval requests v.hich could not
be adequately responded to by the system.
Table 18 also shows that, with the exception of "Contraction Properties",
the correlation between C-Space distance and the average judged relevance of
earagraph to topic is almost uniformly greater than the average correlation
b2tween the judgments of relevance made by the individual informants.
An evaluation of the results of the Relevance Ranking Study should take
into consideration

~he

into the outcome.

For example, the C-Space itself was based on one set of

degree to which inter-individual contingencies entered
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informants and almost all of the locations of linguistic units were based on a
different set of informants.

Similarly, although the relevance of all six

paragraphs relative to a given Topic were made by single informants, the
computed distances from the topic to the six paragraphs were based on
ratings from approximately 26 other informants.
On the whole, it appears that the present results lend considerable
support to the proposition that a well-constructed C-Space does in fact have
the general relevance properties which were attributed to it as a result of
interpreting some pragmatic concepts within the limits of the methodology
of factor analysis and factor measurement.

The present results support

the notion that these relevance relationships mapped by a C-Space are relatively stable social realities rather than idiosyncratic individual opinions.
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Figure 2 shows the results obtained when the relevance rankings are compared with distances based on automatic indexing, using the Classification

Formula on technical expressions occurring in the paragraphs which were
ranked.

The number of terms used for indexing a given paragraph ranged from

four to six.

As might be expected, these results are somewhat less impressive

than the results for psychometric indexing shown in Figure 1, but there is not
a great deal of difference in the two sets of results,

The outcome shown in

Figure 2 bears out the indications found in the Vocabulary Study that Affective
indexing could be obtained with a surprisingl.y small number of terms,

Haw-

ever, the primar,Y' significance of the present findings is not that a specific
level of performance has been achieved at first trial, but rather, that they
close the last major gap in the indexing--storage--retrieval sequence provided
by a c-space system,

In conjunction with previous findings, the present

results indicate that there are no seriously weak links in the basic process
(this does not eliminate the possibility of serious problems arising from
bouadary conditions).

Considering the diversity of concepts, procedures, and

empirical influences which collectively make up the C-Space package, this
provides a good deal of motivation and background confidence for exploring
and developing the potential of this approach to LDP problems.
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Table l7
Paragraph Sets
Topic; (c) Vector .Analysis
Paragraph
A

c

H
Q

11

Q

u

s

D

R

s. 75

8.74

s. 25

7.72

Judged
Relevance

C~Space

Distance

1.69

1.50
2.00
2.50

4.91

1t,

6.25

50
4.50
6.00

2.35

7.41
8. 26

Judged
Relevance

C-Space
Distance

1.00

.65

2.00
3.60
4.)0
4.60

1.96
6.46

1.41

4.60

7.32
8.61

Judged
Relevance

C-Space
Distance

(X) Nonreacting Collisions of Energetic Recoil Atoms

Paragraph
X

4.00

1.89
2.65
2.)5
5.02

(B) Atomic and Tonic Recoil

Paragraph 1.lll£
B
Atomic and lonic Recoil
Nonreacting Collisions of Energetic Recoil
X
Atoms
Radiolysis of Propane - de
Q
v
Wing Theory
Types of Fields
K
G
The Synthesis of Fat
Topic:

C-Space
Distance

(K) Types of Fields

ParagraJ2h :till£
K
Types of Fields
R
Construction of a Power - Generating Plant
c
Vector liJlalysis
B
Parameters of Aerodynamic Forces and
Noments
J
Atomic and Tonic Recoil
~T
The Relation of Nucleic Acids to Proteins
Topic:

1.00
2.00
3.00

Types of Fields
Harmonic Functions
Vector Analysis
Lift Analysis
Radiolysis of Propane - d
8
How a Protein is Nade

K

Topic:

Judged
Relevance

~

:lllli
Nonreacting Collisions of Energetic Recoil
Atoms
Radiolysis of Propane - d
8
Gamma Ray Emission
Contraction Properties
Synthesis of Sugars and Sugar-like Compounds
Construction of a Power-Generating Plant
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1.30
2.00
2.60
4.60
5.00
5.30

1.37
1.92

3.76
5.60

9.18

8.44

Table 17 (continued)
Topic:

('tl) 'rhe Relation of Nucleic Acids to Proteins

Paragraph

The Rell'l.tion of Nucleic Acids to Proteins
How a Protein is Hade
The Synthesis of Fat
Nonreacting Collisions of Energetic Recoil
Atoms
\;'ing Theory
Type of Fields

VI

M
G
V
X
K
Topic:

D
:H

v
R

s

v

c
Q_

M

Topic:

S
A
H
B
W

1.4

1.07

1.6
3.0

2.50

4.6
4.6
5.6

6.14
7.01

7.71

Judged
Relevance

C-Space
Distance

1.16
1.84
3.00
4. 50
5.16
5-30

Judged
Relevance

~

Parameters of Aerodynamic Forces and
Moments
Lift Analysis
Wing Theory
Vector Analysis
Radiolysis of Propane - d
8
How a Protein is Made
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3.48
2.07
3.16

9.96

10.78

8.57

l. 75
l. 75
2. 50

4.00

5.25
5-75

C-Space
Distance

1.51
2.53
2.67
4.72
6.22
7.60

(s) Contraction Properties

Paragraph Title
V

C-Space
Distance

(J) Parameters of Aerodynamic Homents and Forces

Paragraph

H

~

The Synthesis of Fat
Synthesis of Sugars and Sugar-like Compounds
How a Protein is ~~de
Gamma Ray Emission
Conatruction of a I>o•rer-Generating Plant
Contraction Properties

G

J

Judged
Relevance

(G) The Synthesis of Fat

Paragraph

Topic:

Title

Contraction Properties
lfing Theory
Harmonic Functions
Lift Analysis
Atomic &nd Ionic Recoil from the ( /l, 7")
reactions
The Relation of Nucleic Acids to Proteins
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Judged
Relevance

C-Space
Distance

1. 75
2.50
2.75
3.00

3.42
4.05
6.07

!+,44

s.oo

4.54

6.00

4. 56

Table 18
"Uniqueness" of Eequest

Topic

Die.tance
from
Origin

Average
Correlation Highest Correla·tion
with
Factor
of
Loading Individuals
Criterion

Vector Analysis

8.28

.949

4.41;.

.986

•rhe Synthesis of Fat

8.20

.955

5.56

.7;32

Types of Fields

7.54

.900

4.44

10771

Relation of Nucleic Acids to Proteins

6.0)

.913

4.88

.695

Aerodynamic Forces and J.'lloments

6.00

.984

4. 20

.648

Atomic and Ionic Recoil

5.23

.981

4.69

.881

Nonreaoting Collisions

5.22

.896

4.52

,8'70

Contraction Properties

2.64

.196

1.16

.686
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2. 6

The Grammatical Study
One major focus in the development of the C-Space technology would

be the improvement of the Classification Formula for automatic indexing.

It

is also the case that it is a priori plausible that the syntactic function of a
given technical expression in a given occurrence should have a bearing on
the information potential of the term so used.

Certain general, informal

observations contribute to this impression, for example the observation that
"the important words come first in a sentence."

In conjunction with the fur-

ther observation that in English sentences, subject terms have a strong
tendency to occur before object terms, this notion leads directly to the
hypothesis that the accuracy of automatic indexing will be improved if technical expressions which occur as subjects are given greater weight than
expressions which are functioning as objects.

In the present study the clause

subject or clause object status of technical expressions was used as a basis
for differential weighting in an attempt to provide increased accuracy of
automatic indexing.

Z. 6. l

Procedures
Two sets of twenty sentences each were used as a corpus.

In each

sentence the constituent technical terms were identified and their subject or
object status was established.

Using the same instructional setting and in-

formants as Stability Experiment I, ratings were obtained with respect to the
twenty-four fields of SE-I for each sentence and either all or most of the
constituent expressions for each sentence.

C-Space coordinates were com-

puted for each sentence and technical expression by means of the procedures
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described in the report of tt1e Vocabulary Study.

The C-Space location of

each sentence •was then estirna.ted on the basis of the location and grant-

matical status of its constituent technical terms.

For this purpose a modi-

fication of the Classification Formula used in the Vocabulary Study was
used.

The modification consisted of

substitutin:~

Tan (K A ij) in place of

the simple coordinates Ajj for subject expressions and Ta.n (H Aij) in place
of the simple coordincltes for object expressions.

The choice of the tangent

function represented an attempt to mani 1Julate the "preponderance effect"
discussed earlier.

Simple multiplication by a constant was ruled out by

the nature of the Classification Formula, wf1ich auton1dtically elirninaLed
the effect of such multiplications.

The use of a power fonnula, it appeared,

would produce too much of a preponderance effect to be studied in a sensitive way.

The tangent function appeared to provide an easily controlled

effect, since it is incc·easingly nonlinear over a wide ran:;;e but neither the
total departure fl·om linearity nor the rate of change of degree of linearity
1s very great at any point between 0°

and 9G 0

.

Repeated calculations of sentence locations were made under s ystematic variation of the parameters K and H.

Fur each paratnetric change,

the distance between the sentence location and the estimated location was
calculated.

The average results a1·e shown in Table l9a for the first twenty

sentences, Set A, and in Table 19b for the second twenty sentences, Set B.

2.6.2

Results
The results in Table 19 are for values of HAjj

and KA • · ranging
l J

from approximately So to approximately 55° for object expressions and
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5° to 45° for subject expressions.

The initial plan was to scan a wide

range with large parametric increments and subsequently to scan a more
limited ran:;e with small parametric increments, if there appeared to be a
sink in the distance measure of error in some region for both sets of sentences.

The continuity of the tangant function, as indicated above, was

cons ide red to provide a reason able bas is for interpolating between par ametric values.

However, the results on the first pass were so clear 1y

negative that it appeared inadvisable to pursue this analysis further.

Table

l9a shows a uniform increase in error with increasing values of parameters
Hand K whereas Table l9b shows a uniform decrease in error with increasing values of Hand K.

It is true, however, that in both cases the sub-

ject expressions showed a greater sensitivity to the parametric chan,ses.
This result tends to support the general notion that subject expressions arc
somehow "more important" than object expressions.
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Table 19A.

Distance Error for Set A Sentences
Values of K (objects)

Values of
H (subjects)

l

!±

2.

2.

1

3

3.014

3.013

3.012

3.011

3o011

4

3.012

3.012

3.011

3.010

3.009

5

3.010

3.010

3.009

J.oos

3.005

/

3.008

3.007

3.006

3.006

3.005

0

Distance Error for Set B Sentences

Table 19B.

Values of L (objects)
Values of
H (subjects)

l

!±

2.

2.

1

3

3.526

3.527

3.529

3.531

3. 534

4

3.529

3.530

3.531

3. 533

3.536

5

3.532

3.533

3.535

3.537

3.539

6

3.536

3.537

3.539

3. 541

3.544
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3.0

Summary Discussion
A conceptual approach has been sketched and empirical illustrations
input, storage, output -- of

presented of the major softwave components

a linguistic data processing system which offers, in principle, the advantages
of complete automation, unlimited cross-indexing, effective sequential retrieval, subdocumentary indexing reflecting heterogeneity of subject matter,
and a procedure for identifying retrieval requests which would be poorly
served by the system.
The major contributions of the empirical studies described in Section 2
are the following:
(a)

The construction of a C - Space having sufficient content scope to provide

the indexing structure for a limited LDP system in an operational setting.
(b)

The demonstration that a properly constructed C - Spac.e is, and an

improperly constructed one is not, an exceptionally stable structure.
(c)

The illustration of specific computational procedures for effective

automatic indexing of documents in a C

Space, using a relatively small

system vocabulary.
(d)

The demonstration that a C

Space does map relevance relationships and

thereby promotes effective sequential retrieval.
(e)

Clearcut negative findings in relation to a limited attempt to use the

structural differentiation of subject and object as a means of increasing the
effectiveness of automatic indexing in a C

Space, together with some indica-

tion that the grammatical status of the constituent terms does make some kind of
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difference in regard to their indexing power.
There can be little question that the C - Space technique shows sufficient
promise to warrant a good deal of further exploration and development.

Certain

areas for further work are fairly clearcut:
(a)
C

The further investigation of alternate means for automatic indexing in the
Space.

The use of structural features of the text still appears to be a

promising approach in spite of the clearly negative results of the specific·
procedure attempted here.

Or again, the indexing of a document as a function

of the next smaller subunits rather than directly from the ultimate constituent
terms is a very practical approach, especially in conjunction with subdocumentary indexing.

And certainly, the types of estimating functions investigated

already do not cover even the major possibilities along this line.
(b)

\

Eecause of the uncontrolled reduction of the number of fields contribut-

ing to the currently developed C
optimally.

Space, the latter will not function

The extension of scope and elaboration of sampling within the present

scope are desirable and straightforward procedures.
(c)
C

A critical area for further development is the initiation of a functional
Space LDP system.

Such an arrangement, ideally, would permit the most

rigorous examination of the present state of the art and at the same time would
provide the most favorable conditions for identifying and analyzing significant
unsolved problems.

It would provide the most efficient framework for testing

any additions or improvements which might be incorporated.

Initially, however,

Space system, would arise simply wi tl1

certain problems not peculiar to a C
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respect to the successful initiation of a new LDP system in a functioning
organization which has already adapted to existing services.
(d)

A different class of problems arises in connection with the use of

factor analytic techniques on a large scale.

Currently available computer

programs for performing factor analyses are limited to about 125 -- 150
variables.

The development of efficient programs for handling a considerably

larger number would be a sizeable task in programming.

In addition, there is

some reason to expect that more fundamental problems relating to precision
and degree of structural articulation would arise for, say, a 1000-variable
analysis giving rise to a C

Space of 250 dimensions•

It seems likely that

under these conditions methods"would have to be developed for constructing
"closeups" of subregions of the space and for coordinating the closeups with
\
the larger structure.
(e)

Another class of problems, which would almost certainly be highlighted

by the existence of a functioning system, has to do with the updating of the
system's vocabulary and index structure in the light of changes occurring in
the content domain of the C
(f)

Space.

Still a different area is that of adapting the C

Space approach for

use in content areas having characteristics which are significantly different
from those of scientific and technical fields (e.g., the arts and humanities,
law, object inventories, etc.).

It is not a foregone conclusion that C- Space

techniques will be equally appropriate for other content domains or that they
will not be.
The very fact that so many avenues of development are open and the fact
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that a geometric model provides a formal context capable of accomodating
indefinitely fine distinctions can easily lead to methodological excesses in
the course of attempting to increase the effectiveness of C
and retrieval.

Space indexing

One such excess is the attempt to make finer and finer subject

matter discriminations within a

c

Space.

With respect to the latter, two points need to be made.

The first is

that (as in the case for fields of knowledge) subject matter does not have the
general property of divisibility

there are not as many subject matters as

there are things that can be talked about.

The second is that such refinement

would be quite unnatural and is quite unnecessary so long as we are not limited
to the methodological context provided by a C

Space.

For human language

and cognition (as contrasted with perception) it is over-whelmimgly the case
that increasing differentiation of concepts is not achieved by what amouhts to
a purely numerical subdivision within the range of a continuous variable {or
within the volume of a homogeneous N - Space) but rather, by the introduction
of other descriptive contexts and the subsequent combination of the elements
of these into a pragmatically complex description. ("Automobiles" refers to a
distinguishable subject matter; "Blue automobiles" does not.

But the former is

a pragmatically simple description -- a subject matter description, whereas the
latter is a complex attribute-subject matter description.)
Thus, it seems clear that the most effective way of adding to the LDP
contribution of the C

Space is to devise systems for

kinds of description of information.

implementing other

This kind of program would be particularly

important considering the major likelihood that most actual (criterial) retrieval requests are only approximately expressible as simple subject matter
descriptions of information.

It seems likely, too, that the differences with

respect to non-subject matter aspects of criterial descriptions are responsible
for much of the individual differences e.g., in the ranking of documents in regard to their relevance to "the same" topic.
One of the consequences of the foregoing is that the distinction between
document processing and information processing ceases to be a basic one. (This
is already implicit in the introduction of automatic sub-documentary indexing.)
Instead we have the basic concept of the criterial description of information and
the basic distinction is that of the several kinds of such description, including
subject matter descriptions.

Attribute descriptions and semantic descriptions

would be among the other basic kinds.
Such an approach may appear to be doomed to failure by virtue of the
multiplicity of kinds of description.

Certainly, the compounding of complexity

has been one of the most significant and durable problems in the short history
of linguistic data processing.
identified.

Much, however, depends on how the "kinds" are

It is true that the quantity and diversity of human intellectual

products is impressive.

However, there is a great deal of background evidence

which points to the conclusion that such products can be (and in fact, are)
understood as resulting from the operation of a relatively small number of basic
cognitive capacities (not "processes" or "mechanisms").

The empirical results

presented in this report suggest that operating at a pragmatic conceptual level
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in the analysis of human activities can result in a significant degree of

success in identifying and characterizing these cognitive capacities.
On the positive side, this way of reducing the distinction between document
processing and information processing has the result that a wide range of LDP
problems (abstracting, MT, dissemination, fact correlation, and document storage
and retrieval) are seen to be systematically related in terms of the kind and
range of criterial descriptions which must be implemented in their solutions.

Appendix A
c~space

Instructions

The purpose of this procedure is to obtain quantitative estimates of
the degree to which a selected group of scientific and technical fields overlap in their subject matter.
This is accomplished by having people make judgments about a set of
"sample items" in relation to a field of knowledge in which they are
competent. The sample items include words, phrases, sentences, and paragraphs selected randomly from the literature of the fields which we are
investigating.
Your basic task in rating each sample item is to decide ~ degree
2. content ££ the sample ii2,m is relevant to ~£!ill 2f
Another way of looking at it is that you are to
decide the degree to which the content of the sample item should be regarded
as a part of the subject matter of this field.
to

~

Your decision for each sample item is expressed by making a checkmark on the numerical scale which accompanies each sample item. The use of
the scale is explained on the next page.
Rate each sample item independently with respect to your field. Do
not try to take account of any relationship which the item may have to any
other field--that will be done by people who are rating with respect to the
other fields. Do not try to take account of how you have rated other sample
items.
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~Scales:

You will be using scales like this one:
!!

0

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

In general, the more relevant the sample is to the field you are judging,
the higher the number of the scale position you should mark. Use the following as a guicle to the use of specific scale positions.

The sample item has no particular significance for this field; it is
essentially irrelevant.
Mark ! ! V!
0

The sample item may have ~ relevance to the field, but it would
have to be regarded as peripheral, tangential, or incidental.
Ordinarily, you wouldn't associate it with this field. Under these
conditions:
If less relevant, mark .LL....:.
1

If more relevant, mark

: v' !
2

The sample item does have ~ relevance, but it is of a borderline
nature. For example, the sample item might be primarily an ordinary
English expression which happens to have some bearing on the content
of the field; or it might fall in a "fringe" content area about which
there is some question as to whether it should "really" be included in
the field; or it may refer primarily to general scientific methodology
rather than specifically the subject matter of this field. Under
these conditions:
If less relevant, mark ! .; :

-3-

If more relevant, mark

~

4
The sample item is quite relevant to the subject matter of the field.
it refers to objects, concepts, or processes, etc., which are
definitely part of the subject matter of the field.
If less relevant, mark

..L..L:.
5

If more relevant, mark

.:..L!.
6

The sample item is highly relevant to this field. For example, it may
be a technical term representing a very refined distinction in which a
great deal of the conceptual apparatus of the field is implied. Or it
may be a sentence or a paragraph ~thich mentions or implies a number of
relevant concepts or which states facts or conclusions which are very
significant .for people in the field.
If less relevant, mark ! v' :

---r
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If more relevant, mark

.
.:...6
8

Appendix B
Relevance Ranking Instructions
In each of the envelopes marked "First Envelope" and "Second Envelope"

you ~1ill find a set of cards. Each card contains a paragraph of text
and this paragraph is identified by the capital letter which appears
above it.

I.

Consider the following subject matter:
Vector Analysis
Think of it, for example, as a topic about which you might want
information.
Now, take the cards from the "First Envelope" and rank order
these paragraphs. Rank 1 should go to the paragraph which is
most relevant to the topic or subject matter specified above,
Rank 2 goes to the paragraph which is next most relevant, etc.
\{hen you have finished, indicate your rankings here:

Para._
(Use letter)
Try not to have any paragraphs tied for the same rank, Ho1•ever,
if you find two which really are indistinguishable as to their
relevance, indicate ties by circling the corresponding ranks.
Thus, for example, here is how you would indicate that paragraphs J and Q were tied for the fourth rank:
Rank__!_

_g_

_L_

_4_

_L

_6_

Para._A_

_x_

_L

_J_

_L

....JL
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Appendix C
C-Space Field and Literature Identification
The following people bore the primary responsibility for the identification of fields of knowledge within the four major content areas and
for the selection of the literature associated with these fields.
Electrical Engineering:

Mr. Ronald Ta;Jrlor, Research Engineer

Physical Chemistry:

Mr. Peter F. Jones, Graduate Student,

Department of Chemistry, UCLA
Aeronautical Engineering:

Mr. Mickey Blackledge, Graduate Student,

School of Engineering, University of
Colorado

Mr. Peter Hendricks, Graduate Student
School of Engineering, University of
Colorado
Biochemistry:

Mr. George Dersham, Graduate Student
Department of Chemistry, University of
Colorado
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